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Halsey Symposium Dec. 1 
To View Today’s Theater
Bennett Cerf 
Gives Convo
Lizzie Borden took an ax,
And gave her mother 40 whacks. 
When she saw what she had done. 
She gave her fatter 41.
This old rhyme of an early 
American horror-killing dating 
from  1860's was an example used 
by Bennett Cerf,'well-known pub­
lisher and humorist, in a Univer­
sity convocation last week, to 
show that “ sick humor" is by no 
means new on the American 
scene.
In his talk, entitled “ Changing 
Styles in Modern American Hu­
m or,”  Cerf indicated that the 
modem “ Black Humor”  o f such 
writers as Terry Southern and 
Joseph Heller is related to this 
early “ sick humor.”
This type ot humor is generally 
recognized to be so terrible and 
unthinkable that you do not want 
to laugh, but cannot help it.
In his talk, Cerf said there are 
about 40 basic jokes, some of 
which, go back %s far as Homer. 
“ These basic jokes have a new 
twist put on them by profession­
als, but they can always be 
traced back to their origin ”  he 
said.
Cerf stressed America’s need 
for more humor now than ever 
before, claiming that the country 
is loosing its sense of humor. 
“ The country that does not laugh 
at itself is in trouble,”  he said.
“ A sense of humor means tak­
ing things in stride," he said, us­
ing the Nov. 9 blackout as an ex­
ample.
“ By the end of the week, Bob 
(Continued on Page 5)
Dr. Orville Larson, head of the 
University’s Speech and Drama 
department, may have a lively 
time on his hands when he pre­
sides over the Halsey Sympo­
sium panel discussion of “ A Look 
at Today’s Theater,”  Wednesday, 
Dec. 1, at 8 p.m.
Besides the main Symposium 
speaker, Dore Schary, the well- 
known Broadway playwright, the 
panel will include Peter Shaffer, 
another famous playwright, and 
Donald Oenslager, a well-known 
stage designer.
June Havoc, stage and screen 
star, was signed Monday night by 
the Halsey Symposium committee 
to appear at the Symposium’s 
panel discussion.
Shaffer’s -present Broadway 
play, “ The Royal Hunt of the 
Sun”  has been called "stimulat­
ing”  arid “ perceptive”  by New 
York Times critic Howard Taub- 
man.
It was the first play by a con­
temporary playwright to be pre­
sented by Britain’s aNtional The­
atre, which is headed by Sir 
Lawrence Olivier.
The "R oyal Hunt”  tells how the 
small band of Spanish conquista­
dors, led by Pizzaro, overwhelmed 
the Inca empire of a million peo­
ple.
Shaffer is also known to be 
quite candid, almost to the point 
of pugnacity, when it comes to 
bis intellectual convictions, which 
may make for the volatile panel
discussion.
A native of Liverpool, England, 
Shaffer spent three years at Cam­
bridge, then came to the United 
States in 1951. At the age of 30, 
he decided to make writing a full­
time career.
The first result of that decision 
was the play, “ The Five Finger 
Exercise,”  which won the Best 
Play of the Year award in Lon­
don, and Best Foreign Play award 
on Broadway.
His other play, “ The Private 
Ear and The Public E ye," ran 
for 18 months in London and 
subsequently ran in New York for 
the 1963-64 season.
The other panelist, Donald Oen­
slager, is a stage designer and
teacher in the drama department 
at Yale University.
He is a major force, both di­
rectly through his own work and 
indirectly through that of his stu­
dents in the development of tha 
contemporary theatre in Amer­
ica.
After graduating from Harvard 
in 1923, Oenslager studied scenic 
production and design in the the­
atres of Europe.
He has expressed deep convic­
tion about the purposed and func­
tion of the stage setting, and as 
a result o f this approach, has 
formed one of the greatest collec­
tions in this country of the his­
tory of theatre design.
Request Denied For 9-Story Dorm
•H. ____ # it_ cf.Jontc who create most of the
A waiver of zoning regulations 
which would have allowed the 
University to construct a nine- 
story, $2 million men’s dormitory, 
at 80 University Avenue was de­
nied last Wednesday by the 
Bridgeport Zoning Board of Ap­
peals.
The dormitory, intended to 
house 431 men students, was pro­
posed for the north side of Uni­
versity Avenue, between Lafay­
ette and Broad Streets. It would 
have been located in an “ A”  
Residence”  zone, where a waiver 
is required for a building over 
four stories in height. The loca­
tion is directly across the street 
from  the present four-story North 
Hall dormitory, and is the site 
of a University parking lot.
Initiating the request for wai­
ver was University Vice Presi­
dent Albert E. Diem, who, ac­
companied by counsel, attended 
a public hearing last Wednesday 
afternoon prior to the Zoning 
Board’s executive meeting.
He said the two main argu­
ments against the nine-story 
dorm brought up at the public 
hearing concerned traffic and 
parking, and the goal of the Uni­
versity as a “ community col­
iege-”  . ,
He said several residents in the
area were afraid parking and 
traffic problems would result 
from  the influx o f 431 new stu­
dents, but he pointed out that on­
ly about 10 per cent (234 out ot
2,200» of the resident students 
have registered their cars with 
the University. Diem explained 
that it is therefore the commuter 
students, not dormitory students,
     parking 
and traffic problems in the area.
The other argument in the 
hearing hinged on the supposition 
that the University was overlook- 
(Continued on Page 5)
The sito e( the proposed atee-story dormitory at the com er of Uatverslty Ave. aad Broad St. is plctared 
from  the top of North Hall, across the street.
Peace League Slates Conference
An all day conference, “ Are We 
Educating for War or ePace?”  
w ill be held at the University, 
Saturday, Nov. 20, it was an-
Winter Formal 
Set For Dec, 3
The Supremes have been signed 
to entertain at the Winter Formal 
Ball, Friday, Dec. 3 from  9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m . in the Social Room of 
the Student Center.
A limited supply of tickets, at 
$3.00 per couple, will be on sale 
at the Reception Desk, Student 
Center, Monday, Nov. 22, from 
10-12 a.m ., and 24 p.m ., and 
Tuesday, Nov. 23, from 9-11 a.m.
Tickets to the semi-formal 
dance will be sold again after the 
Thanksgiving Recess. Students 
must present I.D. cards when 
bying tickets.
Music will be provided by Stan 
Rubin and his orchestra.
The dance is sponsored by the 
Student Center Board.
nounced by the conference chair­
man, Mrs. , Selma LeSchack of 
Westport.
Initiated by the Women’s Inter­
national League for Peace and 
Freedom, Fairfield County 
Branch, the conclave is now be­
ing co-sponsored by 20 other or 
ganizations throughout Connecti­
cut.
Included are the Bridgeport 
Business and Professional Wom­
en’s Club, Ihc.; the Public Affairs 
Committee; the Southern Connec­
ticut Ethical Society; the Social 
Action Committee of Temple Is­
rael, Westport; the Student 
League For Human Rights; the 
United Nations Association, 
Bridgeport Branch; the Commit­
tee for Social Action of the Uni­
tarian Church of Westport; and 
the Wilton Monthly Meeting of the 
Religious Society of Friends.
Beginning with registration at 
9:30 a.m ., the morning ses­
sion will actually commence at 
10 o’clock with Mrs. James Hal­
sey of Bridgeport, vice president 
of W .I.L.P.F., Fairfield County 
Branch, offering greetings.
Three speakers will define the 
areas of concern for the day’s 
study:
Dr. Anthony Graziano, a Uni­
versity psychology professor, will 
speak on “ The Role of the 
Schools;”  Dr. Ethel Alpenfels, an 
anthropologist from the school 
o f education of New York Uni­
versity will speak on “ The Role 
of the Family and the Commun­
ity ;”  and Dr. Gerald Wendt, di­
rector of UNESCO Publications, 
w ill speak on “ The Role of the 
International Community.”
After a luncheon recess the af­
ternoon session will convene at 
1:15 p.m. Herman W. Steinkreus 
of Westport, President of the Unit­
ed Nations Association of the 
United States, will serve as chair­
man.
An address will follow, by Dr. 
Noel Brown, Department of Po­
litical and Security Council Af­
fairs of the United Nations. Dr.
(Continued on Page 5)
IS WARNER HALL 
REALLY HAUNTED?
Mary Warner Hall may be ' 
haunted! As strange as it may 
seem, no one can explain why a 
bookcase fell from the wall of 
Polly Taylor’s room two weeks 
ago. To addlto the oddity of this 
case, two other bookcases fell 
last year.
Warner Hall, completed ih 1964 
at a cost of $1,900,006 is the new­
est dormitory on campus, and is 
no doubt settling. But can “ settl­
ing”  explain this situation?
The bookcases measure about 
five feet by three feet, said Mrs. 
Carol Doolittle, residence counsel­
lor in Lucien Warner Hall. The 
weight of the bookcases, of 
course, depends on the quantity 
of supplies stored in them, but 
may run to well over 100 pounds, 
and they are secured to the wall 
by spikes.-
William T. Nowlan, Director of 
Buildings and Grounds, said the 
reason for toppling bookcases 
“ could be some fault in the build­
ing,”  but he doubts it and feels
unnecessary strain may have been 
put on the bookcases. He said 
that the shelves were not m ade 
to withstand heavy loads.
The latest “ victim ”  o f the fall­
ing bookcases, Polly Taylor, said 
she “ had a number of paperback 
books on one shelf, 25 LP albums 
on another, and three sweatshirts 
and other small articles on anoth­
er when it fell.
“ The bookcase just fell onto my 
bed while I  wasn’t in the room ,”  
she said, “ and it took three girls 
to move it out o f the way after it 
fell.”
She said she “ would rather the 
bookcase was not replaced.”
Both Mrs. Doolittle and Mrs. 
Hadiye Sevinc, residence counsel­
lors in the hall, have expressed 
concern. They said they “ would 
like all the bookcases inspected," 
and have sent a request to the 
department of Buildiqgs and 
Grounds that all the bookcases be 
checked. _  _
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» » City Mayor Backs 
Kennedy Memorial
Alumni To Hear Folk Music
Bridgeport M ayor Hugh C. Cur- 
n n  has proclaimed Monday, Nov. 
S  to be John p . Kennedy Day 
to the City of Bridgeport and in 
U s proclamation urged the citt- 
sens o f Bridgeport to attend the 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy Memor­
ial convocation that will be held 
to the Student Center that day.
The memorial program , which 
Will culminate JFK Day in 
Bridgeport, will- feature several 
prominent speakers, a film  about 
the late President’s term in of­
fice, and music by the University 
Civic Orchestra under the direc­
tion of R ob ot Currier.
The Bridgeport Mayor will take 
part in the ceremonies in the Stu­
dent Center and will speak on be­
half o f the City. He is an honor­
ary member o f the University 
chapter o f the Yeung Democrats.
Although he has spoken at the 
University several times, this will 
be his first appearance here as 
Mayor since taking office last 
week.
U.S. Congressman Donald J. 
Irwin and State Treasurer Ger­
ald A. Lamb will also speak about 
their association with President 
Kennedy, and the film  "One 
Thousand Days”  will be shown.
There will be a reception after 
the program so that students and 
faculty will be able to meet with 
the guest speakers. It is free and 
open to all University students 
and faculty.
The Will Tressler Trio, consist 
tog e f faculty members Wilfred 
Tressler and Richard Hoffman, as 
well as Mrs. Tressler, will enter­
tain University alumni at their 
annual reunion dinner on Nov. 20 
at 7:15 p jn , in the Stratfield Mo­
tor Inn on Main Street.
The Trio started performing 
professionally seven years ago in 
the field of popular and folk bal­
lads and have appeared locally 
several times.
Other events planned for Alum­
ni Weekend are:
A showing of the campus film ,
"The University e f Bridgeport To­
day.”
Alumni citations awards will be 
given to Col. Robert T. Connor, 
Judge Milton E . Relnhard, Jr., 
and Charles J. Smith. Alumni 
service awards will ,be made to 
John J. Cos, John P. Sacone, D r. 
John A. Rassias, and Daniel J . 
Greaney, and the outstanding 
freshman award will be presented 
to sophomore John A. Mrazik, Jr. 
for his scholastic achievements 
last year.
Events open to all alumni dur-
Midterm Policy Changed
Eg
SELLING SOM ETHING?
ADVERTISE!
TH E  SCRIBE W IL L  BE OFFERING A  
NEW  CLASSIFIED A D  DEPT. 
C O N T A C T  JO H N  COPEN
FIRST FLOOR — NEW CLASSROOM BUILDING
Mid • semester marks, which 
count RMO per cent of final 
grades, now have to be sent to 
the IBM office by instructors if 
they are D’s or F 's.
The change in policy was voted 
on last spring by the Faculty Sen­
ate for student personnel reasons.
Dr. Alfred R. Wolff, dean of 
Student Personnel, said the marks 
were needed for determination of 
early registration criteria. Any 
student with more than six hours 
of D and F  marks is not eligible 
for early registration.
He added these grades will not 
be sent to the parents. "Parents 
sometimes assume the mid-semes­
ter marks mean more than they 
do,”  he said. "Besides, the retd
responsibility is with the stu­
dent."
Dr. W olff noted that mid-sem­
ester marks gave the Student Per­
sonnel Office the opportunity to 
see which , students are doing poor­
ly.
"W e can then encourage the 
Student Personnel Office makes 
up a list of Students, who are not 
on probation, yet have a number 
o f D or F  marks at mid-semes­
ter.”  These students are then 
screened for possible probation or 
dismissal before registration," be 
warned.
He emphasized that these stu­
dents are notified by Student Per­
sonnel sometime before registra­
tion.
1
Electrical Engineer»— Physicist»
Norden
displays
electronics
technology
for
a wider 
range of
A  flight simulator enables engineer! to arrango and avalúate display formata
Koduced through a contact analog display system designed and developed by miso tor uio In navigation and control of submarinas, helicopters, and 
flxwl «ring aircraft. The display, ganaratad electronically, provides basic 
flight Information in Integrated form an a single screen la the cockpit
the
college
grad.
Whatever your interest In military or commercial elec* 
tronics may be, it is almost certain that you can satisfy 
it at Norden: computer techniques, display integra­
tion, radar systems, TV , IR, microelectronic or more 
conventional circuitry, stabilization and navigation 
systems. Applications encompass advanced under­
water, shipboard, aircraft and space vehicle systems 
and ground support complexes.
With Norden, you gain broad exposure to technical 
aspects of a problem through our method of assigning 
projects to problem-solving teams. O urxorporate- 
financed Graduate Education Program provides quali­
fied engineers ample opportunity to continue formal 
education at nearby academic institutions. And Nor-
denilocation in famous Fairfield County, Connecticut 
offers a rare combination of cultural and sports activi­
ties the year 'round. Parks, trout streams, golf courses 
abound. Close by is Long Island Sound. Hunting coun­
try and ski centers are within easy driving distance, as 
are a number of nationally known cultural events. Yet 
all this Is only 41 miles from New York City.
There are openings In Design, Development & Manu­
facturing. Electrical Engineers and Physicists gradu­
ating in 1966 are invited to contact your College Place­
ment Officer to arrange an on-campus interview. Or 
forward your resume to: Mr. James E. Fitzgerald, 
Technical Employment Manager, at Helen St., Norwalk, 
Connecticut 06852.
Norden DIVISION ON UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F)
tog the Nov, 19-20 Reunion Week­
end include the annual alumni 
busineas meeting Nov. 19 and a  
pre-game luncheon to the Student 
Center on Nov. JO prior to too  
UB-Montclair State football con­
test at 1:90 p.m . in John F . Ken­
nedy Stadium.
A »pedal alumni section will be 
reserved at the game itself. Spec­
ial group events include annual 
college alumni committee meet­
ings, chancellor*» reception for 
the C lan o f 1940, and a  College 
o f Nursing alumnae reception.
Thttaksgivizig 
Service Sunday »
A Thanksgiving service will be 
conducted Sunday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Social Room o f the Stu­
dent Center.
Dr. Alfred R. W olff, dean of 
Student Personnel, will give tho 
Thanksgiving address, end Uni­
versity students will lead the 
worship.
Student Council President John 
Harm will offer the opening pray­
er and welcome, and Marsha 
Wiznitzer will direct a group 
dramatic reading, "A m erica - 
founded on Biblical precepts." A 
Scripture reading by George 
Moore will follow, and Peter Fat- 
sy will lead a prayer for the 
nation.
A choir from St. Dimitrie’s Ro­
manian Orthodox Church will 
render a selection of hymns. Im­
mediately following the aervice, 
a coffee hour will be conducted.
The Rev. Robert L. Bettingep, 
a chaplain at the University, said 
"I t  is hoped that all students will 
take advantage of this opportu­
nity to worship together in 
thanksgiving for our lives togeth­
er in a free nation.”
PAUL'S
HAIR STYLISTS
experts in:
e  Hair Cutting 
e  Styling & 
e Coloring
Main St. Above News Corner
m i H N w r c B i H T H a i f
REASONABLE, . .COMFORTABLE. .  .CONVENIENT
Make it g a y, festive 
and enlightening. The 
Sloane House YM CA 
helps you do it w ith 
special holiday program s 
The W illiam  Sloane 
House YM CA has 14 9 1 
rooms available to  
m en, women and 
groups, sensibly priced 
a t S 3 .1S -S 4 .5 0  single;
$4 J 0 -I5 .2 0  double. 
R a t»» include YM CA 
membership.
C o fft Shop •  Cafeteria 
Laundry •  Barbershop 
Chock Room •  Tailor 
Sightseeing •  I V  Room 
Inform ation
WILLIAM 
SLOANE 
HOUSE 
YMCA I
Bt WEST MASI 
NEW YOWL N V 10001.
1 « s e i»
ON 34Ul STREET 
1 BLOCK FROM 
PENN STATION
■N O W  cospa
B
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Israeli Educator, ProtertFoWl Play
Ghees ftw» Conference TURKEYS HOLD GOBBLE-IN
W  A  : . . . .•  .  .  r.S avi .  -.. „  _______J  > p«_ , Tt T A h
Pinchae H. Pell, ar Israeli poet, 
lecturer a d  author «aid Israeli 
college students have a  Import­
ant voice in d ie political activi­
ties of Israel last Monday, in a 
Scribe press conference.
The editor-in-chief o f Israel’ s 
popular ««»garinfe Panim-el-Pan- 
im , which in English means Face 
to Face, PeU noted that Israel, 
as a very politically minded coun­
try, looks to its small number of 
college students as the country’s 
future leaders.
Peli, whose visit to the Univer- 
■ sity was sponsored by the Hillel 
organisation, said there are 17 
different political parties in Is­
rael, and most of these parties 
are represented in Israeli campus 
politics.
In this and other ways, the im­
portance of the Israeli student 
to the mainstream of life in his 
country is made evident, Peli 
said.
“ They are very active in na-
tional affairs and a n  greatly re­
spected,’ ’  he said.
Fell said the four colleges of 
Israel wore just beginning to feel 
the overcro wding problem so pré­
valant in tiie U.S. colleges.
He also said the college student 
drop-out number is very low, with 
85 per cent of the freshmen class­
es graduating.
Peli, who is visiting different 
U.S. campuses, said he wants to 
meet A m erica  Jewish students 
and to  have them meet a  Israeli.
A graduate of the Hebrew Uni­
versity, he is dean o f Yad Harey 
Maimon College of Judaic Studies 
in Jerusalem and also conducts 
seminars at the Jewish Theologi­
cal Seminary Student Center 
there.
Peli is also the author o f sev­
eral books of poetry and short 
stories, the last one, “ A1 Tilsh’’ 
( “ On It’s Foundations’ ’ ) dealing 
with the inner life of the Old City 
o f Jerusalem during Israel’s War 
of Independence.
There has been a recent trend 
toward public pickets and pro­
tests. ft  seems "that everybody 
has something to protest  But at 
this time of year who could have 
more reason to protest th a  the 
turkeys?
If any minority ever got the 
raw end it is the turkeys.
The following dialogue was re­
corded with a hidden microphone 
at a two-turkey picket lihe in 
front of the University gym­
nasium.
Tom. I  wish they would pick a 
warmer time of year to annoy us 
turkeys.
Red: I know what you m e a n , 
Tom. ft sure is cold.
Tom: Yeah, Red, but let’s not 
be chickens about this.
Red: I’m against turkey shoots, 
are you picketing?
Tom: I’m  picketing against 
those left wingers. You know the 
kind, they pick at the left wing. 
You might say that I’m picketing
against “ pick its.'
Red: Pm  against rurkey shoots, 
m yself. I  got this call from the 
agency this morning. They want 
me to play a one n igit stand at 
the University, ft seems that 
there is «ring to be a turkey 
shoot shoot this coning Monday 
and I  got called for the job. 
Tom : Gee, Red, that’s rough.
. Red: -The ironic thing is, if I 
would have gone in the army in­
stead cl getting married.
Tom: How is Bertha, Red?
Red: She’s alright, except she’s 
knew I was going to be called, I 
always squawking.
Tom: Isn’t that always the way 
with women?
Red: Well, Tom, what do yon 
suggest I do? I can’t go to that 
turkey shoot. That’s like committ­
ing suicide.
Tom: Why don’t you bum your 
membership card from the agen­
cy?
Red: I don’t think that’s  such
Withdrawal Procedure 
Outlined For Students
1000 Attend Parents Day
Students wishing to officially 
t* withdraw from the University at 
the end of the current semester 
must initiate this procedure at the 
Office of Student Personnel on or 
before January 10, 1966, said Vin­
cent A. Bucci, a guidance coun­
selor in the Office of Student Per­
sonnel.
The refund of the a ccep ta ce 
deposit may be obtained if the stu­
dent follows these procedures:
1. He must give a  official noti­
fication to the O ffice of Student 
Personnel of his intention to with­
draw from  the University on or 
before January 10, 1966.
2. He must return his ID card 
to the Bursar’s Office by Febru­
ary 8, 1966.
3. He must satisfy his financial 
obligations to the University.
Since some students who will 
receive their associate degrees 
will be continuing their studies
BARBER SHOP
To Look Your Be*?, 
Stop At Newly Opened
TR A Z
BARBER SHOP
430 PARK AYE. 
368-9331
Be Sure!
Year clothes 
look new 
when wo 
are through.
Remember — 
clean clothes 
last longer.
at the University, it will be nec­
essary for all two-year graduates, 
who are not returning to the Uni­
versity for the spring semester to 
follow all the procedures outlined 
above, said Bucci.
Seniors graduating in January 
who have settled their financial 
obligations with the University are 
eligible for a refund of their ac­
ce p ta ce  deposit without making 
formal application, Bucci said.
The University welcomed more 
th a  1,000 parents last Sunday, 
who came to visit their sons a d  
daughters and their professors 
and advisors on Parents Day.
The parents filled every avail­
able seat during the morning 
program and the luncheon. Tney 
came from 37 states with the 
largest delegation of 300 arriving 
from New Jersey.
Participating in the morning 
were, for the Parents’ Associa­
tion, L. Remsen Skidmore, pres­
ident and m oderator: Howard A. 
Pennington, vice president; Mrs. 
Carleton R. Williamson, secre­
tary; and Abraham Golush, treas­
urer.
Representing the University
were President Henry W. Little­
field, Chancellor James H. Hal­
sey, Dr. Alfred R. W olff, dean 
of Student Personnel, Albert Di­
em, vice president, and Robert 
A. Burcaw, associate director of 
development.
The meeting was followed by 
an open forum, with the Univer­
sity and Parents' Association rep­
resentatives answering questions 
from the floor.
Announced at the meeting was 
the financial statement of the 
Parents’ Association. Grants paid 
since June of 1965 totaled $2,540- 
.40, with a balance of $14,828.90 
available for g ra ta  and other ex-
a  good idea, Tom. If I  did that 
1 wouldn’t be able to go to the 
New Year’s Eve party.
Tom : I  guess you’ve got a point 
there, R id.
Red: I just don’t know what 
I’m  going to do. AD of a sudden 
I  fe d  very insecure.
Tom: Why don’t 'you write a  
letter to the White House. You 
know they’ve got lots of birds 
there.
Red: That sounds like a  pretty 
d e ca t idea, Tom.
T un: Well H I tell you Red, I  
hate to sound like a cold turkey, 
but I have to run.
Red: Why?
Tom: I have this chick, on the 
line, and I thought that maybe 
I’d pick up a bottle of Old Crow 
and we’d do a little flying.
Red: WeQ Tom, have a nice 
time.
Tom: Thanks Red, I will. Hey 
Red; by the way, if you can’ t 
get out o f that turkey shoot, may­
be I’D come over and see you 
on stage. When is it again?
Red: It’s on Monday, Nov. 22 
from 7-8 p.m. in the gym at the 
University. It’s sponsored by the 
Women’s Athletic Residence Asso­
ciation and you can get in free.
Tom: Hey, that doesn’t sound 
bad at all.
Red: They’re going to serve re­
freshments and the prizes are go­
ing to be two ten poind turkeys. 
There wiU be two winders, a guy 
and a girl.
Tom: Hey wait a minute, Red. 
You’re more than ten pounds. 
How come they called you?
Red: T o o , these days they’ll 
take anybody.
Tom: Yeah, I know what you 
mean.
N o w ! New  Chevelle SS 396 by Chevrolet
RATIONAL
Cleaners ft Tailors
TWO CONVINISNT BRANCHIE
040 Stale M.
■ Dl Mil M M
SIM Main St.
■Xpress 4-SMS
Equipped with a 
Turbo-Jet 396 V8,
•pedal suspension 
and red stripe tires.
T hen  cars weren’t  meant for 
the driver who is willing to  
settle far frills.
They’re engineered from  
the rfiMwi« on up as no-com­
promise road machines.
Standard output of the new 
Turbo-Jet 396 V8—w hich 
powers both models—is 825 
hp. This remarkably efficient 
power plant is also available 
a 860-hp version.
So much for what happens 
on straightaways. How about 
curves? Y ou ride on a special 
SS 896 chassis—with flat- 
cornering suspension and 
wide-base wheels.
A  fu lly  synchronized 8 - 
speed transmission is stand­
ard. Or you can order a 4* 
speed or Powerglide—also 
Strato-bucket fron t seats» 
center console and full in ­
strumentation.
Sound like a car you could 
get serious over? That, as 
you’ll see at your dealer’s, is 
precisely how Chevrolet en» 
gineers planned it. Seriously.
New CheveUe SS SM Convertible and Sport Coup*.
See the new’66 Chevrolet Chevell«, Chevy n , Corvalr and Corvette at your Chevrolet dealert r 03272
m m
m m m m m
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Three Council Members 
Resign Their SC Rosts
Money For Political Clubs Baises Issue
Terry Auger, sophomore class 
president, and Brian Faranda, 
Student Center Board represen­
tative to Student Council, an­
nounced last week that they were 
resigning from their posts on 
Council due to academic stress.
The officers o f the sophomore 
class are now Peter Fuerbringer, 
president, Sal Lombardi, vice- 
president, David Gershon, secre­
tary, and Howard Horowitz, treas­
urer. All have moved up one 
post
Faranda will continue to work 
on the Student Center Board, he 
said, but the Board will choose 
a  new uprsaantsttn to Counci l  
Bob Byrnes, chairman o f the 
Student Spirit Committee, has al­
so handed in his resignation. John 
Harm, president of Council will 
appoint a new chairman to re­
place him, he said.
Byrnes said he resigned "fo r  
various r  asons," some o f which 
are academ ic."
Should Student Council aDocato 
money to campus political clubs?
Opinion o f Council members' 
Was divided an tide issue when 
the aDecatton request of the 
Voting Dem ocratic  d u b  spurred 
à  debata to Council two weeks
ago.
Jon KeU, vice-president of 
Council said allocations to politi­
ca l tchiba reprenant a  diree 
A iiu iia i to the — h«m I organiza­
tions the club* reprenant on 
campus.
"W e have to draw the line 
som ewhere," Kehl said. 'I f  we
give money to one party we will 
have to gtva to five others, and 
before we know it we will end up 
supporting the Communist party."
It la unfair to draw an arbitrary 
taw, Steve Scheduler, Council 
treasurer said, taking the other 
aide. “ We have to judge each or­
ganization on its own merits, 
dealing with each individually,”  
•aid.
During the last national elec­
tion, the Young Republicans, as 
part of their campaign effort, 
bought bumper stickers for dis-
CONNECTICUT 
Branford: Martin Bohan Jawalar 
Bridgeport: Lenox Jawahrt 
Danbury: Addas»! Jawahra—i  Stört»
Hamden: Towht Jawahrt Ina.—I  Star»» 
Hertford! Tht Philip H. Siavsn* Co. 
Middletown: Malloy»'» Jawahrt 
New Britain: Wartan Jawahrt 
Now Heven: Stritt P.O.M.G. Jawahrt 
Ridgefield: Craig"» Jawalry Mora Inc. 
Stamford: lantow-ftrguton, Inc. 
ThompsonvUU Enfield: March Jcwthrt 
Washington Dopet: N. P. Cummlngt 
Jeweler
Woterbury: Cardath Jawahra 
Wlnsted: f  4G Richard»
DELAWARE
Milford: H. S. Stunden, Jawahra 
Newark: J. J. Minster 4  Son 
Wilmington) The Jewel Bot
MAINE
Lowiaton: Henry Nolln 
Lincoln: Sprout 4 Vota Jawahra
M A R Y L A N D
Annapolit: TUghman Company 
Baltimore: Jamaa R. Armlgar Co.
Chevy Chase: R. Hern's and Company 
Cumberland: Barnet Custom Jawahra 
Elkton: J. J. Minster 4  Son 
Frederick: Colonial Jewelry Co.
Wheaton: Winthrop Jtwthtt _
MASSACHUSETTS
Attloboro: Petr ton's Jewthry P
Bedford: Bedford Jb*. Inc.
Great Road Shopping Canter 
Beverly: La Bel Jawahra, Inc.
Boston: Kettelt, Bleke 4  Read 
Cohaasot: Austin L Aheern, Inc.
Fitchburg: S. M. Nethen Ine.
Holyoko: Leo J. Slmerd Ine.
Lexington; Anderson'a Jk*.—Silversmith» 
Lowell: Wood-Abbott Co.
Lynn: Blssstt Jewehr*
Now Bedford: La Franca Jawahra 
North Adama: Frank Dl Lego Jawahra 
Plttsliold: Pharmart Jawahra 
Quincy: Harta Jewelers, Ine.
Spencar: Ardh't Jewelers 
Springfialdi Ltndtn-Trut Ine.'
Stoughton: Wyman Jewtltra 
Webster! Vtlt Jewelers 4  Stirer smith» 
Wellesley! Anderson's Jlrs.—Silversmith» 
Westfield: Fills Mirth Jeweler»
Winchester: Anderson'* Jlrs.—Silver imltht\ 
Worcester: F. A. Know Hon, Ine.
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Exeter: Loperdo Jewelers 
a: A de MNashu ! ontigny Ine.
NEW JERSEY 
Asbury Park: Burkherdt Jawahra 
Bloomfield: Corbo Jewthrs 
Burlington: Sllpath's Jewthrs 
Clifton: Corbo Jtwehrt 
Styertown Shopping Plan 
Florence: 6 .4  H. Jewelert 
Hackensack: Marcus Jewelers 
Newark: Kroupa Jawahra 
Princeton: tarata Jawahra 
Rod Bank: RautsHlat'
Ridgewood: Marcus Jawahra ■
Rutherford : Marcus Jawahra 
Trenton: Hamilton Jawahra 
Wayno: Corbo Jewthrs, Inc.
WoetfMd: Marcus Jawahra
NEW YORK 
Albany: Frank Adama 
Albany: Fuhrman'a Inc.
Albany: Stuyvasant Jewthrs Inc.
Stuyvasant Plata
Amherst: Adam, Matdrum 4  Anderson Co. 
Bay Shore, LI.: Jenard Jawahra 
South Short Mall
Binghamton: Henry» Quality Jawahra 
Boonvillo: Freeman's Jewelry 
Brewster; Addassi Jewthrs 
Brooklyn: Harry L. Gross 4  Bro.
Buffalo: A.M.BA's—Downtown,Universitŷ  
Sheridan, Thruway A Southgate Platte 
Cataklll: Halhnback's Jlrs., Inc. 
Cheektowaga: Adam, Metdrum 4  Andar son} 
Co.
Cohoes: Timpani't Jawahra 
Corning: Bontft Jawahra 
Cortland: Harry Alpart Jeweler 
Elmira: Deister 4  Butler Inc.
. Endlcotl: Henrys Quality Jawahra 
Hempstead: Harry L Groat 4  Bro. 
Huntington, LI.: Carol Jawahra
V IC T O R IA
NEW YORK 
Wan Whitman Plan 
Rhaca: Schoohy’t Inc. 
Jamaica: Harry L Grots 4 Bro.
Jamestown: Baldwin Jewelry 
Lockport: Sclrtefs Jewelry Store 
Middletown: R. Edgar Clarke. Inc.
Middletown: Setpentlnl Jawahra 
Newburgh: Wm. H. Griffin Jeweler 
Now York City: lewis 4 Son Ino. 
Oneonta: R. E. Brigham Inc. 
Oneonta: Jerry Halbert Jawalar 
Owago: Conti Jawahra 
Painted Poet: Malllson Jewtltra 
Plattsburgh: Light's Jswalart 
Poughkeepsie: Wallses'» 
Rochester: Hershbarg's Jawahrt 
Rochester: Wm. S. Thorne, Jeweler 
Schenectady: Maurice B. Graubari 4 Sons 
Schenectady: Wallace's 
Syracuse: Hanryt Quality Jawahra 
Syracuse: H. J. How* Inc. 
Town of Tonawanda: Adam. Metdrum 4 
Anderson Co. 
Utica: Evans 4 Son 
Warwick: Serpantlnl Jawalars 
Watertown: Hanrya Quality Jawahrt 
Waverly: 5. J. Ball Jewelers 
Waat Seneca: Adam, Matdrum 4 
Anderson Co.
OHIO
Youngstown: Raymond Brannar, Jeweler
PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown: Appal Jawalar Inc. 
Altoona: W. F. Sellers 4 Co. 
Bethlehem: C. E. Hlnkh 
Bethlehem: Flnkalstaln Jawahrt—t  Stores 
Bloomaburg: Snsldman's Jewelry 
Butler: Milo William», Jawahra 
Chester: Morris Jswahrs 
Coatesville: Lion's Jewelry 
' Connelltvllle: J. M. Kurtz, Jawslsrs 
Easton: Lord's Jawahrt 
Elizabethtown: LaMar 
. Erie: Darling Jawslry Co. 
Gettysburg: Coffman Jswelsrs 
Hamburg: Msrrltt Alexander, Jawalar 
Hanover: Columbia Jewelry Co, 
Honeadale: Butler Bro*. 
Indiana: Luxanbarg’a 
Johnstown: Law's Jawalry Inc.
Lancaster: Bash Jawslsrs 
Lansadlo: Koehler’s Jewelers— 
Diamond Merchants 
Lebanon: Bash Jawelars 
McKeesport: Morrow's Jawelars 
McKees Rocks: B. Harton, Jawelars 
Now Castle: Fhtchar Jawslry 
Norristown: J. Ralph Shuler 
Palmyra: J. B. Bowman 
Philadelphia: U. Kalnlns-Huntlngdon Valhy 
Pittsburgh: John M. Roberts 4 Son—3 Storss 
Pottstown: W¡Hauer Jawahra 
Pottsvillo: Green'a Jawelars 
Quaksrtewn: H. C. Kulp 
Reading: J. C. Mumma, Inc. 
Roysrsford: Zenker Jawalar* 
Scranton: Ang. Clccottl’s Jewel Casa 
Sharon: Wanghr's 
Sunbury: John Dagh—Jeweler 
Untontown: Wallace Miller 4 Bro. Jlra. 
Warren: Darling Jawalry Co. 
Washington: S. A. Mayer Co. 
Wayno: Wayna Jlra. 4 Silversmitha 
Williamsport: J. S. RudnHtkl, Inc.
York: Futar Bro*.
RHODE ISLAND 
Bristol: Caron's Jawahrt 
a* East Grssnwlch: la Plante's Inc. 
Cardan City: Tlldan-Thutbar Corp.
Newport: Tlldsn-Thurbar Corp. 
Providence: Tlldan-Thutbar Corp.
VERMONT 
Bellows Falls: Cota Jawahra Inc. 
Bsnnington: Atkins Jawelars 
Burlington: F. J. Preston 4 Son Inc. 
Rutland: F. B. Howard Co. Inc.
VIROINIA 
Falls Church: Wlnthrop Jawslsrs
WASH I NOTON, D.C. 
Washington: Farr’s Jawahra 
Washington, D.C.: R. Harris and Company 
Downtown, Georgetown 4 Chevy Chase 
Washington: Chat. Schwartz 4 Son
W EST VIROINIA 
Wheeling: Poalna Jawahra
tritution on campus. Kehl said 
the purchase represented a con­
tribution ‘ to the national cam­
paign, because it “ meant just 
that many more bumper stickers 
the national party did not have 
. to buy themselves.”
Such an expenditure by the 
Young Republicans, or any other 
group represents an “ advertising 
expenditure for campaign pur­
poses," Scheduler said, “ Not a 
money malting expenditure for 
the national party.”
Council allocates money to po­
litical groups for transportation to 
and from campaign headquarters, 
where they chose to spend their 
time, Scheduler said. The alloca­
tion of such funds is meant to 
keep the dubs alive, he noted, 
not to keep the national parties 
alive.
Due to the fact that more or­
ganizations have asked for money 
this year, and membership and 
budgets are up in every campus 
group, Scheduler said, “ Some 
members of Council feel we have 
to draw the line."
However he feels that cutting 
off funds to political organizations 
would be going against the demo­
cratic ideals of Council, he said.
Precedent is on the side of po­
litical organizations, Faranda not­
ed. “ Political organizations have 
always added political awareness 
to the campus,”  he said.
The allocations made by Coun­
c il to all clubs this year are 
larger than ever before, Schech- 
ner pointed out, and Council does 
not have enough money to give 
all groups all they request. “ But 
we try to give each group as 
much as we possibly can to de­
vote to their projects," he said.
“ As long as there is money in 
the treasury,”  Scheduler con­
tinued, “ we will make allocations 
to as many groups as possible."
John Harm, Council president, 
last week announced that he had 
formed a Constitution Revision 
Committee, headed by Peter 
Feurbringer, sophomore class 
president, to review the Constitu­
tion including the financial policy, 
to take care of such problems.
“ Interpretation of financial pol­
icy is up to both the Financial 
Committee and Council," Schech- 
ner said. “ Perhaps the way to 
iron out some o f the difficul­
ties is through a review of our 
policies."
COLLEGE CAPER 
WEEKEND AT 
GROSSINGER’S 
Frî  Sat, Sun., Dec. 17,18,19
Q - S ® .V  MV
m
CALLING ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS!—
Take advantage of the coming holidays. 
Enjoy the gala College Caper Weekend at 
Grossingera, December 17-19. It’ll be a
•  O L D F I N !  J I W R L B M  1 T N R O U B H O U T  A  M R It I O A
I 
s  » « » .
*carnivalucr of fun, frolic, festivities, and 
facilities. You’ll enjoy dawn-to-yawn en­
tertainment, afternoon and night dancing 
to Latin and American tempos, award­
winning cuisine, performances by out­
standing folk and jazz artists, a midnight 
swim party, moonlight ice skating party, 
Broadway shows, get-together party, sid­
ing, ice skating, tobogganing, swimming, 
world barrelJumping championship (tele­
vised by ABC-TV), special late, late shows 
in the Terraco Room Lounge, and many 
other happy activities and highlights.
N m i w r i t i  or pto u  f ir  SPECIAL RATES, 
rra rv it iH  (be, aid kraefcore!
jrossingers
■Hqa Ewylkutg
I « K M 6 K 1 I ,M .Y .  
DIRECT U N I FROM NYG-LO 3-4501 
(AREA CODE IT4) 292-5000
03273
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Hitchhiker Curb 
Asked By MVD
H w i r i i »  I t ,  1965— T h e  Scribe S
“ The University has concern for 
the well being o f oar students, 
consequently, we discourage any 
soliciting of rides on turnpikes 
or express highways,”  Constan­
tine Chagares, associate director 
o f Student Personnel and assist-, 
ant professor in Education said 
Monday. He was replying to a 
letter received by Student Per­
sonnel fro m the Massachusetts 
Turnpike Authority.
The Turnpike Authority ' is 
rmed over the large numbers 
college students hitching rides
Wolff To Hold 
Open House 
Tues., Nov. 30
Have any gripes or problems 
to tell Dr. Alfred R W olff, dean 
of Student Personnel? If so, you 
can let him know about it on 
Tuesday, Nov. 30, in a special 
session just for students.
Dr. W olff announced Monday 
that he would conduct the open 
house in his Howland Hall office 
from  3 to 5 p.m. on the Tuesday 
after Thanksgiving ‘ ‘for anyone 
>'ho wishes to have a discussion 
■out anything."
Dr. W olff said the open house 
is in line with President Little­
field’s message at this year’s all- 
University opening convocation 
stressing individuality and stu-' 
dent-faculty relations, and with 
his own personal wishes.
‘ ‘I have had little direct con­
tact with students this year and 
hope this will give m e an in­
creased opportunity to get to 
know many of them better and 
facilitate communications between 
them and my office,”  W olff said.
on their turnpike and has asked 
New England colleges to make a 
statement if possible concerning 
hitchhiking.
“ A hitchiker is a menace not 
only to himself but also to those 
in the car that stops to pick him 
up,”  Chagares said.
He noted that such unscheduled 
stopping is causing many rear- 
end collisions sometimes involv­
ing three or more cars.
Chagares said students should 
also be aware of the laws in each 
state regarding hitdihiking.
“ We encourage student coopera­
tion on this matter in eliminat­
ing this traffic hazard which 
could become a major one be­
cause o f the Thanksgiving holi­
day next week,”  Chagares said.
Dining Hall Blackout Scene
When the power failed la the gigantic northeast black-oat 
last Tuesday, the conveyor belt that takes away dirty dishes in 
Marina Hall dining room stopped. Above Is the scene after 
students piled their trays and dishes on the floor.
D orm f , .
(Continued From Page 1) 
ing its original goals as a "com ­
munity college”  hi proposing to 
take hi 431 dormitory students, 
moot from  other states.
“ No qualified student from  ton 
Bridgeport area has ever been 
turned away,”  Diem stated, “ but 
it must be realised that the Uni­
versity is obligated to provide ed­
ucational facilities.”  He added 
that it is University policy to ac­
cept students from other areas o f 
Connecticut, and from  other 
states to combat “ inbreeding”  
and the resultant academic stag­
nancy.
Commenting on the Zoning 
Board of Appeals decision, Diem 
said that in forms of building, 
“ the University cannot give up 
its expansion program and shirk 
its obligations to the community 
and society. It must do its share 
of educating.”
Peace League Conference...
(Continued From Page 1) 
Brown will speak on “ Internation­
al Cooperation Year: A Challenge 
to the Builders of Peace.”
At 2 p.m ., those attending will 
divide into several small discus 
sion groups covering the three 
subjects outlined during the morn­
ing. Heading these will be Dr. 
Herbert Barret, a psychologist in 
the Weston Public schools sys­
tem ; Norman Hunt, the principal 
of New Canaan Jr. High School; 
Dr. H. Parker Lansdale, general 
secretary of the Greater Bridge­
port Y.M .C.A.; Anna Maskell, as­
sistant professor of education at 
Southern Connecticut State Col­
lege; and M. Michael Grupp, 
leader of the Southern Connecticut 
Ethical Society of Westport.
Resource persons for the dis­
cussion groups will be Mrs. John 
Barone, state vice-president of the 
United Nations Association of Con­
necticut; Gladys Mensir, educa­
tion consultant and supervisor of 
practice teachers for the Univer 
sity of Connecticut; Dr. Ralph
Pickett, professor of hisotry at 
the University; Josephine Pomer- 
ance, chairman of the Disarma­
ment Information Committee of 
U.N.A; and the Rev. Lynn A. 
Wood, Minister of the Washington 
Park Methodist Church in Bridge­
port.
After a short break for after­
noon tea and the viewing of ex­
hibits, Lawrence Bogart of New 
York, director of the Internation­
al Cooperation Institute, will con­
duct the closing session.
Bogart will introduce the clos­
ing speaker of the day. Dr. Mario 
Salvadori, of Columbia Univer­
sity, chairman of the University's 
Committee on the Problems of 
War and Peace of Greater New 
York, whose topic will be “ Edu 
cation for Peace: When, How and 
How Much?”  A wuestion period 
will end the day’s program.
Educators and representatives 
of religious and civic organiza­
tions from all over the state have 
been invited to attend this con­
clave, the first o f its kind in the
country.
Mrs. LeSchack said that the 
W .I.L.P.F. of Fairfield County is 
hopeful that this will become a 
pilot program for many others all 
over the United States, and that 
quite possibly, this will be the 
beginning of an on-going peace 
education program in this area.
Reservations can be made at 
the World Affairs Center in West- 
port or by contacting Mrs. Vir­
ginia Cairns, 2444 Bronson Rd., 
Fairfield. Adult tickets are $1.50 
and the charge for students is 
50 cents. A box lunch will be 
available at a nominal sum.
THERE IS NO PLACE 
LIKE THIS PLACE 
ANYWHERE NEAR 
THIS PLACE,
SO THIS MUST BE 
THE PLACE!
S O U TH  END
UNIVERSITY
CLEANERS
354 Main St.
Bennett Cerf C onvocation...
(Continued From Page 1)
Hope will be making jokes about 
it and people will he telling each 
other where they were when it 
happened,”  he said. “ The days 
when something goes wrong are 
the days that are remembered.”
Cerf noted there were three 
changes in American humor 
through the years: cracker bar­
rel humor, wisecrack humor and 
the present day heart-warming 
humor.
He said at the turn of the cen­
tury, before today’s chaotic life, 
and when people had time for 
leisurely pursuits, there was the 
slow, easy crackerbarrel humor.
He went on to say that people 
then seemed to have lost all sense 
of humor. The second stage of 
American humor became the wise 
crack humor, which is humor told 
at someone else’s expense. He 
used Jack Benny’s image of a 
cheapskate as an example of in­
sult humor, which was usually told 
ot Benny’s expense.
Cerf said humor of insult seems 
to be going out of style, and to­
day, the “ humor with a heart”
is dominant in plays, writings, and 
television.
“ The humor that I love is the 
story that makes you feel good 
inside,”  he said. “ There is defin- 
ately a trend toward the quieter 
and heart-tugging kind of humor.”
Cerf also talked about the dif­
ferent publishing problems that he 
has encountered in his 30 years 
as a publisher of Random House.
He said self-appointed censor­
ship is a present problem, even 
though these censors start ® out 
with the best intentions. They 
form a self-appointed committee 
and establish a boycott on differ­
ent bookstores which sell books 
sell books they consider filthy.
Cerf said these self-appointed 
censors actually help the sales of 
“ dirty”  books by giving them 
publicity. He added that the 
American public has good taste 
and if left alone will drop the 
filth and pick up better books.
He also said another problem 
in publishing is plagarism, but 
that the plagarist can not get 
away with it for very long—and 
is usually found out.
Cerf ended his talk by giving
advice that had been given to his 
own Columbia University class of 
1920 by Will Rogers, on the three 
things to do in life, “ Work hard, 
think big and most of all have a 
dream ."
ETHICAL PHARM ACY 
A N D  SURGICAL SUPPLY
1260 MAIN ST.
in
P R I 1 S C R I P T I O N
m\Wm
335-4123
STORE HOURS 
M oa.-Fri., I  a .m .-ll p.i 
Sat. * a.m.-8 p,i
Son. St Holiday S-N#t
SPECIAL COURTESY DISCOUNT 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
S-l p.m .
TO
BRIDGEPORT GREEN
M otor Inn C O M E T DINER
King* Highway - Rt. 1-A 
Exit 24, Conn. Turnpike "T O P S  IN  T O W N "
A CONVENIENT STOP 
FOR YOUR
90 Kings Highway C utoff 
Fairfield, Conn.
FRIENDS A RELATIVES
lust 5  Minutes from  Campus 
Recommended by A A A
333-955 —  368-9471
367-4404 Take Connecticut Thruway
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates In m e c h a n ic a l ,
v  AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, 
and METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS and 
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 1
P r a t t  &
W h i t n e y
A i r c r a f t
Appointments should be made 
in advance through your 
College Placement Office
UTro Ain
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I An Equal Opportunity Employ or
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Letter T o  The Editor
TO TUB EDITOR:
Our etbies daos has considered 
In discussion your editorial re* 
quest o f October 14 for birth con- 
tool information to be distributed 
by the University Béalth Carter. 
WO submit to you the essential 
points of our discussion.
One o f our first questions, was: 
Why was the request made? Were 
people merely curious or was 
th en  a specific reason behind 
the request? As we did not know 
the answer to this question, our 
discussion may not have covered 
specific questions, but we hope 
we covered the essential ones.
When the request was made 
was it merely for pamphlets to 
be available at fiw Health Cen­
ter? Was information to be given 
by Health Center personnel? Was 
counseling to be done? The class 
felt that to answer yes to only 
the first question would be un­
wise, while involvement of Health 
Center’ personnel In giving infor­
mation or in counseling would in­
volve extra time, therefore extra 
expense, which would eventually 
be paid for by all students. This 
raises one main objection. Why 
should all students pay for a serv­
ice which would be requested by 
relatively few?
Then why do we not suggest 
that the Health Center merely 
hand out literature that can be 
obtained, free of charge? First, if 
students want such information it 
Is available in the library, or 
should be. It is also available 
from community sources such as 
the Planned Parenthood League. 
Second, if the information in 
pamphlets is not read carefully 
and is not understood correctly 
and fully, contraceptives in the 
hands of the unknowing can do a 
great deal o f physical harm. 
They can also do harm to a per­
son’s image of himself, if he is 
not helped to think through how 
he is going to use his new know­
ledge.
Would not file Health Center be 
morally responsible in some way
M they made birth control infor­
mation available without provid­
ing other guidance with it?
We suggest a  course of action 
to be taken in two steps. First, 
we suggest that a convocation ha 
held where the need for this type 
of information could be consider­
ed by the student body. After the 
convocation the students would be 
asked to vote by secret ballot as 
to whether they feel proper in­
struction on this subject should 
be made available to the'student 
- body. If they feel it should, then 
we suggest that health classes be 
provided.
These classes would not only 
discuss birth control information, 
but would be part of a larger 
course in anatomy and physiology 
of human reporduction, contracep­
tion methods and the psychologi­
cal and philosophical aspects of 
intimate relationships in relation 
to later life.
To be effective, these classes 
would have to be small to allow 
every one to discuss so that each 
individual can make his own de­
cisions, but only after he knows 
all the available facts. He must 
know all file facts including the 
possible physiological and psy­
chological dangers in contracep­
tion, in order to make decisions 
well. This course could be of­
fered without credit or possibly 
as a one-credit course.
In making these suggestions we 
do not absolve the Health Center 
of the responsibility of sending 
those who request information to 
the proper source, whether it be 
such a course, a doctor, or a 
community service such as the 
Planned Parenthood League.
These are our suggestions. We 
feel that whereas providing 
pamphlets is not the answer, the 
health course we suggest might 
be expected to make students bet­
ter informed and more mature 
adults.
THE MAJORITY OF THE
ETHICS CLASS—FALL 1S65
PHILOSOPHY 203
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Editorial Restatement
We welcome the criticism  and the ideas in the above letter.
We feel an editorial is the best conveyance to answer the ques­
tions of the ethics class: First, the request was made to the Health 
Center for birth control information, as was stated in the previous 
editorial, simply to find out if University students would be given this 
Information—whether or not this was a verboten subject, even in the 
light of present-day acceptance of birth control as a partial solution 
to several of society’s biggest problems, ranging from the threat of 
overpopulation to the demoralization of unwanted and neglected chili 
dren. And other colleges, such as Brown and Boston universities, are 
making this information available.
Brown university, in rare instances, is even giving out contra­
ceptive pills (and made national headlines). This, to answer the second 
question, invited another query made to the Health Center—would stu­
dents be able to get contraceptives, if the case warranted it?
As the previous editorial pointed out, the comment was “ no com- ' 
ment.”
But instead of trying to give the Health Center a "black eye,”  the 
Scribe was attempting to push this part of the University—usually never 
thought of unless an excuse slip is needed—into taking its place in the 
academ ic community.
And here we take issue with the ideas of the ethics class. Although 
we agree that the information by itself would be more than u seless- 
harmful in the hands of the unknowing—we do not feel that either 
classes or a convocation on birth control would be much of an improve­
ment on a book or. pamphlet.
How many students would stand up in a convocation or a class, 
however small, to discuss so personal a human relationship as the 
sex act?
No, this is a problem for the individual, and we maintain that indi­
vidual students should, be able to go to the Health Center with their 
health problems. We include birth control information, and when neces­
sary, contraceptives in this nebulous term, “ health” , because birth 
control has both physical and psychological effects.
Today's college student is faced with a great contradiction. On the 
one hand, he sees extramarital sex placed on a pedestal. Who do we 
give our mass media Oscars and Emmys to, Herman who was never 
unfaithful to his wife, to Virginia, who never once entertained the 
thought of sex before her marriage? No, they go to the he-men who 
“ take ’em where they find ’em,”  to the actresses who play the “ any­
thing for a thrill”  type. And subconsciously and consciously, we emu­
late them, for they enjoy high prestige and salaries.
But our society at the same time condemns this life, and we are 
conditioned from birth to reject it. And so the battle rages.
In the hospital tents of this battle Ue the budding careers, the 
“ good names,”  the happy children.
We would like to see the time when a college education included, 
in addition to the facts of Arts and Sciences, Business, Engineering, 
and Nursing, the facts of life too.
* We fhinfc the University Health Center has the facilities and the 
personnel to make this idea a reality.
College students keep asking mo 
If they should quit. My usual ans­
wer has been: life  is not a bed 
of roses in or out of college; 
stay If there’s even a  single sub­
ject you are really interested in 
and feel you are learning—unless, 
o f course, the routine is bad for 
your health or you have to do 
something dishonorable, like fak­
ing to get by.
But I now think this is the 
wrong approach. The right ans­
wer is that given to the young 
by Prince Kropotkin half a cen­
tury ago': Ask yourself what you 
want to do with these beautiful 
and useful subjects that are pre- 
semably available in the univer­
sity, and see to it that you get 
what you need.
If you are in engineering, ask 
what kind of community you want 
to-m ake housing, roads, or ma­
chinery for; what kind of hous­
ing etc., such a community needs; 
and how best to prepare yourself 
for the task, The inquiry will cer­
tainly lead you into sociological 
questions, econom ics and politics, - 
and perhaps even into political 
actions to make your future pos­
sible. (Maybe, at present, we 
need fewer roads, and your task 
is to prevent than from  being 
built!)
If you are going for medicine, 
think about health as well as 
pathology, and the superiority of 
preventive medicine to curative 
medicine. This will give meaning 
to biology, chemistry, and anat­
om y; it will certainly lead you 
into psychosomatics and social hy­
giene. Here again you may find 
yourself in troublesome action. 
And you may find that you are a 
m averick; for instance, you may 
begin to see the attraction of the 
arduous career of general family 
practice with house visits, during
which you can forestall future 
chronic diseases, instead of the 
present rage for specialization 
and office visits, plus psychiatry 
when it is late in the game.
If you will study law, remem­
ber that it really deals with the 
making of a just society and de­
fense against injustice in any so­
ciety. This will soon bring you 
into problems of politics, history 
and administration. It will make . 
you a critic o f legislation. You 
might even have some important 
questions to ask in rhetoric and 
English, when you realize that 
bureaucracies are trapped in their 
routine languages and rituals. 
Look into the admirable bail proj­
ect at N.Y.U., manned by stu­
dents, that has saved thousands 
o f poor people from  rotting in 
jail,
•Those in the humanities and 
history know in their bones that, 
as.Aniold put it, literature is the 
criticism  of life, the touchstone 
we hold against the actuality; as 
Dewey put it, it is by apprecia­
tion that we judge the worth of 
what we’re after next. I doubt 
that the level of TV, the lies in 
the press, or the campaign 
speeches of politicians can stand 
up under the scrutiny o f human­
ists. Also, the monuments of hu­
manity in literature and the 
causes of history-jierhaps especi­
ally the "lost causes” —give us 
other ways of being men than the 
roles and motives that seem pos­
sible in 1965.
In general, all university sci­
ences and arts have théoretical 
and methodical parts that are re- 
markble for their beauty and in­
genuity, and something is very 
wrong with college teaching if 
students do not come to delight 
in these things. But besides, es-
pecially students of physical sci­
ence ought also to ask what ap­
plications of theory are desirable 
and worth looking at. (I  am sur­
prised that sane of the contract­
ed research in some of our uni­
versities is not being picketed by 
science students.) We use a high 
scientific technology that most of 
us do not understand, and these 
students must become the critics 
and interpreters for us o f the po­
litical economy of science.
Needless to say, students who 
stubbonly insist on getting what . 
they need from  the university 
courses, for better ends than get­
ting a degree, license, and good 
salary, are like to clash with 
the system they are in, with its 
syllabus and departmentalization 
and its academic isolation from  
reality. They will certainly clash 
with authoritarian control. But 
then they will have specific caus­
es for anger and con flict Instead 
of being passive and unfulfilled, 
they will be aggressive and frus­
trated. This is better than simply . 
quitting in disgust, and it is 
certainly better than empty grip­
ing.
Such a changed student attitude 
would bring the professors back 
to life. A professor would have 
to prove the relevance of his 
subject, and so find new rele­
vance in it. He would have stu­
dents with articulate questions, 
who are the easiest to teach, 
though often embarrassing to 
one’s ignorance. But most import­
ant, in my opinion, is that so­
ciety could again be irradiated 
with science and arts. As it is at 
present, with all our Knowledge 
Explosion and college-going, there 
is very little evidence that many 
people are taking thought.
Copyright Paul Goodman, 1965
O n  O t h e r  C a m p u s e s
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS — 
Lynda Bird Johnson, a senior 
here, will soon have a constant 
reminder o f her famous father on 
the campus.
Plans are underway to construct 
the Lyndon B. Johnson Library 
on the campus.
The library will be “ adminis­
tered, operated, protected, main­
tained, and staffed’ at the ex­
pense of the federal government.
A new security sys- 
aie’s
YALE
tern has been instituted at Y l  
bookstore and every day for the 
last three. weeks a student has 
been arrested for stealing.
The police have apprehended a 
wide range of thieves from the 
pencil thief to a divinity student 
who tried to make off with a 
Bible.
The bookstore lost $90,000 
through theft this year, said 
Charles L. Willoughby. Last year 
the thefts mounted up to $45,000.
The security system in the book­
store seems to be very effective. 
Arrests are high and losses are 
decreasing. The only weak spot 
in the system is that now the 
administration has to take the 
guards off the ivy.
seriously. So seriously, in fact, 
that he stayed in a shower for 
75 hours and 24 minutes.
He now holds the record for the 
longest shower ever taken by a 
white wrinkley-looking prune. At 
least that’s how he looked when 
he finally did com e out.
He lived on some jell-o and a 
hamburger and only had one dis­
turbing incident. The first night 
he fell asleep and blocked the 
drain. He woke up drowning. 
Hardy lost a lot of attention after 
the first few hours o f his vigil.
Some of his admirers thought ha 
was all wet.
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY — An- 
ti-Viet Nam demonstrators here 
are using the “ every litter bit 
hurts”  philosophy in trying to 
end the war in yiet Nam.
Two students from the Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania dropped hun­
dreds of pamphlets all over the 
campus denouncing the govern­
ment action in Viet Nam.
UNIVERSITY. OF UTAH — 
Craig Hardy, a freshman engi­
neering student here takes the 
clean-cut college student concept
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Gallotes Humor: Good Cast Hung Up On The Plot
By n. l . FRIEDMAN 
The talent o f the University 
Players was considerably more 
overpowering than the plot of 
Jack Richardson’s “ Gallows Ho* 
m or,”  presented last Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday nights in the 
Drama Center.
The plot was mundane, and the 
point could have been made in 
one scene. Instead, the play was 
two acts long, and dragged in 
several spots.
Richard Salcer Was superb in 
h is , portrayal of Philfip, .a hen­
pecked, effeminate middle-aged 
child-man, who was trying des­
perately to burst out of his shell 
o f inhibition.
As a prostitute, hired by state 
prison officials to bring joy to
the last hours o f condemned men, 
Barbara Weiner also turned in n 
good performance.
Clark Skinner, who played W at 
ter, a condemned man, enlarged 
the scope of the character by vir­
tue of his own talent. The script 
however was limiting.
The warden, a swash-buckling, 
.unhappily married ogre with a  
heart of gold, was a bit over­
acted by Derek E .C .. Hamilton. 
He was not at ease, which dis­
tracted from  the small bit of 
substance inherent in the role.
Toby Leff, as Martha, Phillip's 
discontented wife, was superb. 
Miss Leff played a bored, com­
placent housewife, too set in her 
ways to accept the challenge of
changing her plight
Steve Frankel played the-role 
of Death exquisitely, if slightly 
nervously. He was perhaps the 
only actor in the play whose ten­
sion added to, rather than dis­
tracted from his role. Frankel 
portrayed a cloak and dagger dev­
il in a top hat who was the per­
sonification o f the moral message 
of the play.
Act one was a satirizaiion of 
capital punishment, spoofing the 
practice of the grandiose last 
m eal, and the efforts of prison of­
ficials to relax the prisoner be­
fore his execution.
Lucy, a prostitute hired oy the 
state, was too shallow a character 
to offer any insight into the moti­
vations of the stereotype woman
of ill repute.
Act two dealt with the inner con- 
Salcer, and his unhappy home 
flict o f the hangman, played by 
life. Salcer’s facial expressions, 
as good as those of any polished 
pantomimist made s i t t i n g  
through the entire play worth­
while. He suffered more than any 
other character from the lack of 
depth in the basic materials of 
the play. Giving him a role like 
the one of Phillip was like mak­
ing a ballerina dance on stilts.
The main problem with the 
play was its lack of substance. 
The staging, lighting, make-up 
and costuming were finely exe­
cuted.
The play had its better mo­
ments, one of which is especially 
worthy of mention: Phillip, the 
hangman, had gone off-stage to 
put on his black hood,' which he 
wanted the warden to appraise, 
and found his wife locked in the 
warden’s arms when he returned.
Salcer’s facial expressions and 
gestures were magnificent as he 
cam e to the rather traumatic 
realization that he did not really 
care.
The University players need 
something they can sink their 
teeth into, and “ G allon's Humor”  
did not fit the bill.
lerA to tlu
TO THE EDITOR:
1 have just seen your issue of 
November 4 and have read the 
report of my lecture given at 
your University on October 27.
MAy I make certain corrections, 
please?
I am not now the Editor of 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS; I was the 
Editor from  1952 through 1953 . 
and now do a regular department 
for it but I have no editorial re­
sponsibilities or connections there.
In several places what I care­
fully attributed to others, whom 
I named and quoted, giving sourc­
es, your reporter has me say di­
rectly. This pertains to the con­
cept of the temporary character 
of “ dictatorship”  in Marxian 
thought, which cam e from the 
late Professor Carl Becker; the 
same source made the remark 
concerning the intellectual, Or ra­
tional, commitment of Commun­
ism.
In affirming that Communism 
is not a conspiracy, this again 
was a direct quotation from the 
late Professor Z. Chafee, perhaps 
the foremost authority in civil 
liberties law in the history of 
American scholarship. Also, in 
noting tiie devotion to beauty and 
culture in the USSR, I was quot­
ing directly from Mr. Howard 
Taubman of the N.Y. Times.
Of course I never said that 
“ Russia is an Asian country 
which is fast reaching European 
standards.”  I stated that the ad­
vances made by the Asian re­
publics forming a part of the 
USSR were especially remark­
able and that those republics 
already had reached European 
standards while their non-social­
ist neighbors, like Iran, remain­
ed stagnant and backward. I did 
not say that "the power of Com­
munism lies in the fact that one- 
third of the world’s people be­
lieve in it." No one knows how 
many people believe in it; 1 
said that one-third of the popula­
tion of the world live in societies 
consciously building Socialism and 
that Marxism is a philosophy 
held by perhaps more people to­
day than another 12345 ................
I did not say that “ violence ap­
pears only in reaction —that 
would make Washington and Jef­
ferson reactionaries! I said that 
the SOURCE of violence, if it oc­
curs, in revolutionary effort comes 
from the side of reaction.
HERBERT APTHEKER,
DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
FOR MARXIST STUDIES
TO THE EDITOR:
The war in Viet Nam is on the 
mind« of American students. As 
an African and alien to this coun­
try I wanted to remain neutral, 
but as a political science major 
I could never condone a group 
of men who openly dety their 
own government by flagrantly 
flaunting the law. Such charac­
ters to me are obviously people 
who absorb only the benefits of 
their dem ocratic life, but are un­
willing to sacrifice to support it.
Pacifism has been tried in the 
past. It is time this nation learned 
the lessons of history. When the 
freedom of any people is 
threatened, it must be defended.
The only sane choice of the mi­
nority group at present is to sup­
port their government’s policy on 
Vietnam. The war there is one 
of the most vital efforts to pre­
serve the ideal and the actuality 
of dem ocracy.
The United States has already 
accepted the responsibility of the 
war in Viet Nam, and they must 
now accept every demand the 
war makes on them.
The only intelligent way to end 
this war is to win it.
Yet fighting alone won’t be 
enough to protect the world. It 
never has been in the past and 
it is already apparent that it is 
not enough now. While men are 
dying every day in Viet Nam, 
it is the duty of those at home 
to work for an answer more per­
manent than war. H the United 
States wins this war with minds 
as well as with guns, perhaps the 
next time they wiU have a better 
way. The United States must find 
a better way: Until then Ameri­
cans must fight!
OUSMAN A. JAGNE
lor
name to the ditto sheets naming 
the mixer’s sponsors.
The social accounts of 
the Men’s Senate are for Senate- 
produced mixers, not for the use 
of any and all organizations who 
decide they would like to throw 
a party. We work in support of 
all students, not merely particu­
lar groups.
To allocate funds to South Hall 
would not be in the interest of 
the unification of students. It 
would be favoritism and would 
set a precedent requiring us to 
extend the same offer to any and 
all units of Men’s Housing. It 
was made clear, I thought, to 
the students of South Hall that 
had they gone about this in the 
proper and accepted manner, the 
Senate would have been glad to 
help them achieve their planned 
mixer.
H ie Senate is not looking for 
glory. On the contrary, if  the 
Senate had received the request 
for such a mixer and produced 
it, the charity funds gained would 
have been from  all students 
through a student organization, 
not from the men of South Hall, 
who represent a  minority, if a 
rather large one. I feel, however, 
that self-glorification was neither 
the motive of the Senate or South 
Hall.
TO THE EDITOR:
This leteer is in answer to the 
letter in the Nov. 11 issue of the 
Scribe from Mark Weinstein and 
Alan Schwartz.
Since Weinstein and Schwartz 
have decided to publicize opin­
ions on a subject about which 
they have little information and 
less understanding, I find it nec­
essary, in tefense of the Men s 
Senate, to clarify the situation 
and our position.
Part of our purpose, not our 
“ main porpose”  as they stated, 
is as paraphrased by the Key 
to UB, to "  . . .  attempt to unify 
the campus and its activities to 
be more beneficial to the stu­
dents." The key word here is 
“ unify.”  The Senate represents 
When any group wishes to ex- 
all of Men’s Housing. When any 
group wishes to express any com­
plaint or desire concerning the 
situations therein, the place to do 
so is the Senate.
H ie students of South Hall 
came up with the admirable idea 
of producing a charity mixer. 
H iey went ahead, however, on 
their own: planning the affair in 
complete disregard of the Sen­
ate. They made commitments for 
a band, police, and a hall, and 
planned ways of. collecting mon­
ey for the mixer—completely ig­
noring the University’s regula­
tions on soliciting. Indeed, they 
failed even to check and see if 
there were any. All this without 
so much as a penny to their 
name.
They had previously ap- 
roached the Senate with the ab­
surd suggestion that we, as a 
body, pay for the mixer. Our 
“ compensation”  for the grant 
would be the addition of our
An exhibit of 35 drawings by Fletcher Martin, who is pictured 
above and is currently in attendance at the University as an art 
critic, are now on view at the University’s Carlson Library. Mr. 
Martin’s works have been exhibited across the country and have 
received many awards.
Committee Asks For 
Boost In SL Money
Mr. Weinstein and Mr. 
Schwartz my heart-felt in­
vitation to do all the examing of 
the Men’s Senate that they see 
fit. I hope they will examine 
South Hall first, however, since 
as of last Wednesday, two days 
before the mixer, the residence 
counselor was being held respon­
sible for the considerable amount 
of money involved because of his 
faith in South Hall students. They 
still had no money.
I suppose these two geneltmen 
realize that even a nine-year-old 
knows better than to agree to 
pay for something, in writing, 
when there is no money avail­
able. H ie situation was so seri­
ous that as Presitent of the 
Men’s Senate, H asked the Senate 
to step in, make good the debts, 
continue with the plans of send­
ing the money to charity, and 
just generally get them off the 
hook. I hope in the future that 
South Hall will use the resources 
of manpower, funds and interest 
that the Senate extends to them 
and not try to abuse them as 
they have recently.
As president of the Senate I 
would like to ask the students of 
South Hall to view this situation 
objectively and be thankful their 
debts have been covered. I must 
make clear at this time, however, 
that this is not a Senate policy 
and the body has no intention of 
repeating this. We have correct­
ed the mistake, Now that the mis­
take is known, we expect no 
more along these lines and re­
fuse to be responsible for any 
that occur in any unit.
RICHARD S. FLAVELL
PRESIDENT, MEN’S SENATE
-.,1. ipeaj
The Financial Appeal Commit­
tee of Student Council recom ­
mended yesterday for the second 
time that Council allocate the 
Student League for Human Rights 
an additional $100 to the $235 al­
ready allocated them.
The committee made the same 
recommendation to Council three 
weeks ago, but John Kehl, chair­
man of the committee and vice- 
president of Student Council, sent 
the decision back for reconsidera­
tion because of the resignation of 
sophomore class President Terry 
Auger, a committee member, and 
the fact that a member of the 
committee was not present at the 
first meeting.
The Student League originally 
requested $550, but the Student 
Council voted last month to allo­
cate them $235. The League ap­
pealed the decision, and request­
ed a meeting with the Financial 
Appeal Committee.
Council was accused of being 
“ either politically prejudiced 
against the League or lacking in 
knowledge about the League”  in
a statement signed by Bill Rosen- 
blum, League President, and An­
thony Graziano, advisor to the 
League.
When Kehl announced last week 
that the appeal was being sent 
back to Committee, he said, “ I 
hope members of Council will 
keep an open blind in this mat­
ter and consider the League as 
just another student organization, 
rather than prejudging them.” '
The Appeal Committee is com­
posed of the presidents of each 
class.
Had the committee felt the 
League allocation was sufficient, 
the matter would never have 
come before Council, Kehl ex­
plained. Kehl said the committee 
tee made its’ recommendation to 
allocate the additional money “ in 
view of the dynamic vitality of 
the Student League in organizing 
campus activities, and inebnsid- 
eration of their extensive plans 
for the coming year.”
Council will vote on the addi­
tional allocation at its next meet­
ing.
Religious Scholarships 
Are Now Available
The Rev. Robert L. Bettinger, 
a University chaplain, announced 
last week that students who are 
interested in church - related 
scholarships and loans should con­
tact him before the end of No­
vember.
He has received many notices 
of available scholarships and 
loans for graduate or undergrad­
uate students who are interested 
in going into religious or service 
fields, such as social work, he 
said.
He added that the University’s 
scholarship office has nothing to 
do with the religious scholar­
ships. Students need only to re- 
pert receiving such a scholar­
ship, if they are also applying
for a University - related scholar­
ship.
Some of the scolarships the 
chaplain received information 
about are the Rockefeller Schol­
arships for Theological Education; 
the Presybertarian Scholarships 
for Graduate Work, and the Na­
tional Mission Social Work Schol­
arships.
chaplain Bettinger emphasized 
that requests for application 
should be made early, as most 
of the scholarship deadlines are 
the end of November and the be- ^  
ginning of December.
Students may contact Chaplain 
Bettinger in Rm. 202 of the ¡jtu- ^  _  
dent Center. U  u  f t  I  O
A career decision needn't be a headache.
N ot if you apply facts as criteria in making your choice. 
And the facto that count are the “dimenuoas" o f  a com­
pany. Where it’s been . . .  where it is today . . .  and where 
it’s going.
Let’s apply these measurements to Sikorsky Aircraft First 
o f all, we are an “engineer's" company. We earned that 
title during our early years o f pioneering in a dynamic, 
young industry. Today, our trail-blazing assumes the form 
o f  the most advanced V TO L aircraft systems. U ltra- 
sophisticated vehicles . . . combining the challenging 
technologies o f the VTOL airframe and complex electronic 
systems to create the world's most versatile means o f trans­
portation. As for tomorrow? Steady, solid advancement is 
• habit with us. And our programs for.the exciting future 
ahead assure a most rewarding environment for young engi­
neers who can keep pace with our growth.
WHERE WOULD YOU FIT IN? In any number o f de­
m anding areas. I f  you  are an orig in a l th in ker—-a n
innovator —  you’ll be asked to take on tough, responsible 
assignments. And you would be working in small, interde­
pendent groups with some o f the most respected engineers 
in the aerospace industry . . .  helping to solve problems in 
such fields as aerodynam ics • hum an factors engineering 
e autom atic controls e structures engineering e  w e ig h t pre­
diction e systems analysis e operations research e  re liability/ 
m a in ta in a b ility  e n g in e e rin g  e  a u to n a v ig a t io n  systom s o 
com puter technology . . .  among others.
Are you our kind o f engineer? Then the opportunity for 
individual recognition and growth is here . . .  now.
And professional goals can be further advanced through 
our corporation-financed Graduate Education Program . . .  
available in many outstanding schools within the area.
Please consult your College Placement *Office for campus 
interview dates— o r — for further information, write to 
Mr. Leo I . Shalvoy, Engineering Personnel.
ma
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Have 18 bawls el 
vintage burgundy 
. . .o n u s !
AROMATIC SMOKING TOBACCO
Enjoy a free full-size pouch o f 
Burgundy. An aromatic blend o f 
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and 
pleasant wine aroma, for the 
smoothest smoke ever to com e 
out of a pipe. Clip the coupon 
now.*Cheersl
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Accreditation Seen Small Problem Telephone System Gives
24-Hour Campus SecurityWhat are the difficulties involv­ed in getting  toas graduate school 
from  the University, keeping in 
mind that the department o f Elec­
trical Engineering la not accred- 
ited? “ There’s no problem ." says 
flen ry J. Heneghan, an instructor 
In electrical engineering.
The form er graduate o f the 
neering said that the fact that 
the department is not accredited 
has no effect on students wishing 
to go to graduate school.
' Heneghan, who is presently de- 
i tag graduate work at Yale, said 
that he feels past as qualified as 
anyone else.
“ Industry is not looking so 
touch at accredathm as it is at 
individual records," said Heneg­
han. He continued by saying that 
the big companies know of the 
school." The accreditation factor 
might be a  little more important 
if a student wants to attend grad­
éate school in an area where the 
University is unknown,’ ’  he said, 
but he knows o f no cases where 
a student has been turned down 
because of the lack o f profession­
al accreditation at the University.
Willard P . Berggren, dean o f 
«ha College o f Engineering, aUM 
the reason the department o f elec­
trical engineering was not given 
accreditation was because the 
personnel in the department have 
not functioned as a  unit for a  
long enough period o f time.
Berggren explained the theory 
behind the accreditation process, 
saying that there are three types 
o f accreditation. The state char­
ter is the first type o f accredita­
tion and it is needed for the in­
stitution to “ stay in business," 
said Berggren. The University’s 
engineering departments have 
that charter.
The second form  o f accredita­
tion is the General Accreditation 
which pertains mainly to regional 
schools. Ib is accreditation is us­
ually needed if a  student wishes 
to transfer his engineering cred­
its from the University to anoth­
er school.
- The third type o f accreditation 
is the Professional Classification. 
This shows whether or not the 
institution passed the examination 
by the Engineer’s Council for 
Professional Development 
Berggren said that H is the
third type o f accreditation the De­
partment o f Electrical Engineer­
ing was denied. He said that the 
E .C .PJ). is invited to examine the 
department and the institution 
does not have to be accredited 
by ff>at organisation.
The University's Mechanical 
Engineering Department was ac­
credited by the E.C.P.D. in 1062, 
said Berggren. When the accreda- 
tion cam e up for renewal this 
year, the college asked the com ­
mittee for Professional Accredita­
tion in the Department of Electri­
cal Engineering. The Mechanical 
Accreditation was renewed but the 
Electrical was denied because of 
the youthfulness o f the depart­
ment.
Berggren did not state when th 
department would receive ac­
creditation from the E.C.P.D. but 
he emphasixed the fact that it 
was the youth of the department 
which was the factor involved in 
the denial o f accredathm and 
therefore it is just a matter of 
maturity.
A University telephone operator 
has been installed around the 
d ock  as an Innovation to open 
communication channels on camp­
us on a 24-hour basis.
Leroy J. McCarty, director o f 
Safety and Security, said last 
week that the service started Oct. 
24.
Originally, the University's 
switchboard was open Monday 
through Friday from  >:90-U:M  
p.m ., and on Saturday until noon. 
The University hired a profession­
al telephone answering service for 
calls after U p.m . on weekdays 
and 12-8:30 p.m . on Saturdays.
McCarty said the 24-hour oper­
ator was needed for security and 
maintenance-reasons.
With the new system, McCar­
ty said, the University security 
guards can be reached any time 
during the night by short-wave 
radio.
Also, if there is any kin of 
maintenance em ergency, such as 
a malfunction in the dormitory 
boiler room or heating system.
the University'm aintenance men 
can be immediately alerted by  
the operator, McCarty said.
"W ith file old answering serv­
ice system,”  McCarty said, “ a l  
they could do if you called after 
11 p.m. was take a message. This 
system is much safer."
Varsity Debate 
la  Tournament
The University varsity debating 
ing team will be participating in 
the Fifth Annual C. Richard Pace 
Memorial Debate Tournament 
Sunday at Pace College, New 
York City.
Victor Camillo and M arcella 
Gleason will comprise the affirm ­
ative, while Peter Miletta and 
James Klaber will handle the ne­
gative.
Charles F. Evans, Jr., director 
of Forensics at the University, 
will serve as a critical judge for 
the team.
. . .  It's What's Happening in Men's Fashions
Special Feature
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MILTON AND THE AFTERMATH
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following 
feature k  the first e f a  two-part 
series deaHag with drags and the 
U slvenlty student. The Scribe 
hepes to point eat a campos prob­
lem which Is receiving national 
concern, and relate it to the Uni­
versity campus. This article k  
not a fiction piece . . .  there 
wins a "M ilton.”
By B. L. FRIEDMAN 
AND
STEVE WINTERS
Milton turned the campus on 
three years ago. Before that it 
was a low scene. Milton made it 
high.
Milton was not a fraternity 
type. He was a pillhead. He was 
tall, big, massive, not needle 
skinny. Weird eyes . . .  like he 
was fast asleep but wide awake. 
ARISE!
Though he ate, slept and drank 
with the students, Milton was not 
a student at the University, in­
stead he rolled into the beds of 
the students with whom he resid­
ed when they went to class.
NIGHT! Milton’s Paradise Lost 
. . . or Regained. Through the 
unsuspecting night to the unsus­
pecting came Super-suspecting 
Milton, pills in pocket, head high 
. . . high.
And he opened those doors that 
were all over campus and made it 
sudden'. .  . people were crawling, 
hands, knees, stomachs, toes, all 
over the floor grasping the rolling 
pills, the little, green, white, pink, 
blue, yellow, purple, brown, 
black, and red capsules that lift­
ed them from their knees, into 
the tambourine world of the bird, 
so that they could fly. And they 
loved Milton ‘cause Milton's pills 
purged them. No more suppressed 
repressed retrogressions! Or at 
least they thought.
They floated . . . up . . . and 
. . . down . . . and up, up, up, 
up, up, UP. Oil-slick reflection 
walls, red-boot puddles splashing 
on the ceiling. Float. Baby. Float 
Wow. . .ee, I can see . . . fuzzzz 
ee. The quest for Euphoria . . . 
inside the unconscious conscience! 
PUSSY CATS! All over. Wide, 
wide eyes, like Milton’s, that 
stared and stared, coming and go­
ing like 60 miles an hour. With­
out any claws. Good pussy cats, 
good kitties . . . nice pussy cats.
Orange grapes! blue apples! 
green bananas! all in a bowl that 
they couldn’t catch to keep their 
hands on or off, slipping through 
the fingers like it was beach 
sand, ugly dirty, filthy beach 
sand.
“ Hell, where’d the walls go, 
M ilton?”
Milton stood there. Cool, Kool. 
Cule. Koule. Kule. So cool he 
couldn’t answer. Frozen solid.
The walls returned. Smash, 
Bang!, Boom, Pow, THONK! 
Slamming, crashing, ha sh in g  
mashing, dashing, splashing a 
beautiful ecstasy of black and 
blue bodies all around the room, 
all over Milton and Milton, well, 
he just laughed, ’cause he turned 
them on.
BUT MILTON WAS ONLY 
DREAMING!
So were they . . . then . . . 
they didn’t know yet the «lam , 
crash, bang, bam rot o f coming 
down and never really returning.
It still was night, though. Mil- 
ton talked. To the guys, not just 
sex and girls, and Seaside Park, 
but a bigger scene no one here 
had heard about yet; to the girls, 
not just sex and boys and Sea­
side Park, but the great escape 
into a new world.
The he offered it to them, in 
white little puritanical packages 
which they slipped surreptitious­
ly into the slits o f their pockets. 
It came free the first few times 
. . . free . . . just like those 
floating fruits.
It wasn't the kind of thing they 
wrote home to mother about. It 
wasn’t even what they told friends 
about. These weren’t the cigar­
ettes they smoked. SMOKED! 
You lived it man: Like Milton, 
like Milton’s friends.
After a while, a long, restful 
while, when they made it to class 
they sat with eyes like Milton’s, 
weird eyes '. . . like they were 
fast asleep but wide awake. 
ARISE!
But they couldn’t unless they 
paid. And they did. Daddy’s green 
money for Milton’s green stuff.
And it wasn’t enough. It was 
easy, didn’t last long enough, and 
was too easily detectable,
;ZONK . . . (en) lightening 
struck: PILLS. Milton’s dream, 
Milton’s dope on a dozen sad, 
idyllic faces in the Negro dawn, 
hop, cop, bop, top, fffllloooppp.
The mind was sharp . . . 
needle sharp . . . knowledge cap- 
sulized into an easily observable 
shiny red and white, blade and 
yellow, orange and green sphere. 
Everything could be . . .  touched. 
Made what they molded it to, a 
sculpture o f something up but 
descending, going down.
They were their minds. Living, 
breathing minds. Depths deeper 
than the ocean’s bdttom, higher 
than the Universe’s top. IN­
SIGHT.
It was dreadful. The repres­
sions, the passings, the non-entity 
they could touch. A nonentity 
shaded in greys, no longer hued, 
swiftly regressing to the total ab­
sence of light.
It’s dull. It’s black. It’s soft. 
Ht’s lethal. Aand they looked 
It was dull. It was black. It 
was soft. It was lethal. 
And they looked for Milton 
. . .M.  i 1 ..t .,o ..n .
They were on again. High, hung 
on the definative high, toe su­
preme (Baby, baby, baby where 
did our love go?) high. There 
was nothing else, frothing else 
was needed. Nothing else, (even 
when they wanted something else 
but nothing else,) was wanted. 
LY.
Fly an endless flight into an 
endless eternity where only it was 
like reaching the next high, high, 
high.
But what goes up must come 
down.
Down it came, down, down, 
down, down.
Milton, marvelous (Scfaazamm) 
Milton, with the LSD-colored scarf 
wrapped around his neck like be 
was going someplace but really 
no place ’cause he lived with 
those who knew he didn’t have 
any place to go but high.
■ And he wanted company. Many 
were called (by Milton) but few 
were chosen (by Milton). Now
• ••■ i t ................ w a s ............... the
Sweet High: L L U L  SSS DDDD 
so sweet it came on sugar cubes.
He had it before the world knew 
i t  The high that few wanted to 
join, because they knew, knew 
true blue, that it rots the mind, 
throws the curve that doesn’t 
want to be seen, that is not safer 
than alcohol and cigarettes, that 
had tendencies no one knew would 
com e . . . until months after, 
far away months when Milton 
wouldn’t be there and wasn’t 
there with the highest o f highs. 
They knew anyway . . . from 
who . . .  to who . . . what was 
coming and where they were go­
ing but it was like no where. 
Voltaire’s ugly and scorned twig, 
crystallized and loved.
Yellow Warhol Daisies swoop­
ing, bending; Van Gogh’s vibrant 
sunflowers wrapping themselves 
around their bodies in an orgy 
. . . orgy without sex because 
there wasn’t. The farsighted flight 
into a can of paint so small not 
even a finger but yet a whole 
body could jump into and cover 
oneself with toe beautiful color. 
Swinging on the weeping willow 
tree that wasn’t weeping, just 
crying . . . crying . . , crie-ing 
. . . big orange tears. Rolling 
in toe 12-foot grass that bent over 
them and formed a hut in which 
to live. Kid’s world. But they 
were kids no longer.
The hut caved in and down, 
down, down they fell into a new 
world. Lead heavy bodies fe ll in g  
at what was thought a fast rate 
but actually was slow . . . ssss 
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. . .  in the friction heat seeing 
t everything in front o f your eyes 
that is there but is not supposed 
to be . . . little insects scraping 
et your throat burrowing little 
holes into you like knives cutting 
tin foil, chalk scraping a black­
board. The whole deepens, wi­
dens, engulfs.
Where was Milton?
He wasn’t there. He was gone. 
Gone in a sprinkling of powdery 
dust, a sickly sweet aroma trail­
ing; but he was . . . GONE.
The scene was high now . . .  
Milton cool . . . gone.
It was too late for the others 
to be cool, Milton knew. They 
would never be cool.
Everlasting hang-up . . .  to be 
like Milton was now the dream. 
It was desperate flight after Mil- 
ton who was flying too high for 
any of the mto catch up.
Milton turned the campus on 
three years ago. Before that it 
was a  low scene. Milton made it 
high. Then he le ft
g f On Campus MthM v S to f a a n
(By the author of “ Ratty Round the Flag, Boys!", 
"Dobie GiUis," etc.)
__ YOU, TOO, CAN BE INFERIOR
The second gravest problem confronting college students 
today is inferiority feelings. (The first gravest problem is, 
o f course, the recent outbreak o f m oult among sorority 
house canaries.) Let us today look into the causes o f info» 
n on ty  feelings and their possible cures.
Psychologists divide inferiority feelings into three princUi 
pal categories:
1. Physical inferiority.
2. M ental inferiority.
8. Financial inferiority.
. (A .few  say there is also a fourth category: ichthyologies! 
m fenonty a feeling that other people have prettier fish— ; 
out I believe this is comm on only along the coasts and in ' 
the Great Lakes area.) I
Let us start with the feeling o f physical inferiority, per- 
hape the easiest to understand. Naturally we are inclined I 
to  feel inferior to the brawny football captain or the beauti-' 
lu l homecoming queen. But we should not. Look at all the 
people,'neither brawny nor beautiful, who have made their 
Tiar. u* “ ie world. Look at Napoleon. Look at Socrates. 
Look at Caesar. Look at Lassie.
W hat I  mean is you can’t  always tell what’s inside a! 
package by looking a t the outside. (Sometimes, o f course,! 
you  can. Take Personna Stainless Steel Blades, for exam -; 
pie. Just one glance at that jo lly  blue and white package— j 
so bright and pert, so neat but not gaudy—and you know it 
'has to contain blades o f absolute perfection. And you are
" ...when it 
came to tying 
granny knots.
right! Personna gives you so many shaves per blade it take# 
a math m ajor to count them. And they are luxury shaves— 
smoother, com fortabler, kinder to the kisser. M oreover, 
Personna comes both in Double Edge and Injector stylo. 
And as if this weren’t enough, Personna is now offering you 
a chance to  grab a fistful o f $100 bills from  a $100,000 bow ll 
The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes is off and run­
ning, and you ’re all eligible to enter. V isit your friendly 
Personna dealer today to get details and an entry blank.)
B ut I  digress. Let us turn now to the second category— ' 
mental inferiority. A  lot o f people think they are dumber 
than other people. This is not so. It must be remembered 
that there are different kinds o f intelligence. Take, for in- 
stance, the classic case o f the Sigafoos brothers, Claude and 
Sturbridge, students at a prominent W estern university 
(D artm outh). It was always assumed that Claude was the 
more intelligent just because he knew more than Sturbridge 
about the arts, the sciences, the social sciences, the humani­
ties, and like that. Sturbridge, on the other hand, was tea 
tunes smarter than Claude when it came to tying granny 
knots. B ut no m atter; everybody looked down on “ Stupid 
Sturbridge,”  as they called him, and looked up to “ Clever 
Claude,”  as they called him. But who do you thinir turned 
out to be the smart one when their granny alm ost got loose 
“ ¿ra n  away? Y ou guessed it—good old Stupid Sturbridge. 
.  arrive now at the final category, financial inferiority. 
One way to  deal with this condition is to increase your in­
com e. Y ou can, for example, become a fence. Or you can 
pose for a life class, if your college is well heated.
But a better way to handle financial inferiority is to ac­
cept it philosophically. Look on the bright side o f poverty. 
True, others may have more money than you have, but 
look at all the things you have that they don’t—debts, for 
instance, and hunger cramps.
Always remember, dear friends, that poverty is no die. 
grace. I t  is an error, but it is no disgrace.
# * • O  1906, Max fllmli— i
f ° u S*™4 8  **ord luxury shaving—with Per* 
sonna* Stainless Steel Blades and ¡Personna’s partner In 
•having com fort, Burma Shave*! I t soaks rings around 
any other lather and IPs available in  regular or m enthol.
03*2 78
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Intramural» in Progress Booters End W inning Season
Thfl VAAp'f n m u « i « . B A  — * —  »  * ^The je e r 's  intramural program 
enters its second phase with the 
deadline for basketball rosters to­
morrow. They must be accom ­
panied by a $10 check of which 
$7 is remittaMe if there is no 
forfeiture. SOS. KBR and AGP 
are expected to be the teams to 
beat in the now-forming league.
TOUCH FOOTBALL 
The Touch-football league 
wound action as AGP
squeaked out a  victory over fourth 
floor North in the inter-league 
playoff last week.
TUG OF WAS
' The halftimes of home week- 
night basketball games will again 
feature tug-of-war contests. The 
The double - elimination touraa- 
1 w ent will conduct tugs Monday 
and Tuesday nights from 10 to 
; 10:30 p.m . There is also a possi­
bility that Wednesdays will be 
used for additional tugs. Each 
tug consists of two out Of three 
one minute pulls and sides are 
changed after each period.
VOLLEYBALL
Already underway is the vol­
leyball tournament. The league 
is comprised of 18 teams. The 
finals are set for Nov. 29 with 
games played wee knights. Sched­
ules are available in the Gym.
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL 
The roster deadline for the 
Coed Volleyball Tournament is 
Friday, Dec. 3. The games will 
be held Wednesdays and Thurs­
days Dec. 8th and 9th and 15th. 
Each team will consist of three 
men and three women.
ARCHERY
Steve Solarsh copped the Arch­
ery Championship for A.G.P. 
Fraternity by defeating a field of
Students Can Get 
SS Financial Aid
Under the new Social Security 
Act o f 1965, students whose par­
ents are deceased or disabled 
may continue receiving aid up to 
the age o f 22, said James C. 
Auth, district manager for the So­
cial Security Administration in 
Bridgeport last week.
In order to qualify for the 
extension of payments from the 
age of 18, where it is normally 
cut off, to 22, the student must 
be a full time student taking 12 
hours of credit or more.
Auth said there are 700 students 
who are eligible for aid in this 
area. He added that 500 have al­
ready contacted the local office 
and are receiving benefits.
Auth emphasized that if any stu­
dent finds that he is eligible, he" 
should contact the local Social Se­
curity Office, 181 Middle Street, 
Jayson Building, Room 20.
64 contestants.
'  BIKE RACE
Sixty students entered the all 
school bike race hut week. Fourth 
floor North won the contest de­
feating 11 other teams.
OVER-ALL STANDINGS
Fourth Floor North leads in the 
Dorm and Independent League 
with 54 points. Their nearest 
threat is third Norths with 34
A.G.P. Franternity stanas far 
ahead of the other fraternities in 
the Inter-fraternity League with 
•1 points. S.P.A. comes in socond 
with 41 points, leading K.B.R. in 
the third slot with 39 points.
There are nine teams which 
have forfeited out o f the league.
BULLETIN
Quarterback John Carr baa 
broken one University football re­
cord and Is closing in on two 
others. Re has completed N  pass­
es, the most ever by a UB play­
er.
His aerials have gone for 688 
yards, which is believed to bo 
Just shy of a school record, ac­
cording to the University sports 
publicity department. His seven 
touchdown tosses ore near an­
other mark,
Core boosted his career pass­
ing yardage to 1,067 In the 
Knights’ 30-14 victory over Tren­
ton State last weekend.
Members of the 1965 soccer squad pictured above last week completed the team’s 16th consecutive 
winning season under newly appointed coach Joe Bean. They are left to right, first row : William Lanlgan, 
Mubyyin Altan, Thomas Mara, Ronald More, and Am erigo Checchlo. Second row : Ulker Blrsch, Thomas 
Poland, Ken Kline, Doug Pearson, Ed R icci, Jesus Rodrigues and Jack Youngs. Third row, Coach Bean, 
Abe Reiss, Alex Popovich, Jack Gray, Michael Churilla, Larry Leraer, Robin Callan and Ron Parker.
Harriers Split Two Meets
and one man coming in last is on 
equal footing with a team that 
has two runners in the middle 
of the pack.
The freshman harriers, running 
in the same meets as the vars­
ity  had the same results, with 
top frosh runner Rich Soltis tak­
ing a first place in the Fairfield 
meet, followed closely by the rest 
o f the baby Knights in third, 
fourth, and fifth places for a 19- 
36 victory.
Soltis ran the two and two 
tenths-mile freshman course in 
12:45, only 15 seconds off the 
course record.
In the CTC frosh meet, Soltis 
came in a respectable fourth out 
o f a field of 68 runners, and was. 
followed by the rest of the Knight 
team in 24th, 25th. and 27th 
places.
The UB cross-country squad will 
meet Fairfield again this Satur­
day in a three-way meet with the 
Stags and Queens college, and will 
wrap up the season with an open 
meet — the Fred Martin Me­
morial Run — in Middletown 
N .Y., on Sunday.
Coach Ken O’Brien forecast the 
team’s  chances in the Fairfield- 
Queens meet as “ good.”
The UB cross-country team, in 
two meets last week, swept to 
their first win of the season on 
Thursday, over the Stags of Fair- 
field University, and got racked 
up in the Central Track Confer­
ence championships Saturday in 
Van Cortland Park, New York 
City.
In the Fairfield meet, senior 
Ernie Wilbur, the top Knight har­
rier, captured first place, and was 
backed up by Bill Sciallo, Bob 
Vaughan, and Bill Comcowhich 
in third, fourth, and eight places 
respectively, taking a 16-20 vic­
tory.
The CTC meet, however, saw 
the Knights get disqualified, as 
Wilbur, among the early leaders 
in the race, fell at the three-mile 
mark and was unable to continue.
The other UB runners made a 
poor showing, however, with the 
best of them coming in 44th 
out of a field of 65. and even if 
Wilbur had done well, the team 
would not have.
The scoring system in cross 
country events is on a lowest-to- 
tal-points-wins system, with one 
point going for first place, two for 
second, etc., and the team that 
has one man coming in first
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The University soccer team 
concluded its 16th consecutive 
winning campaign with a 2-0 sea­
son-closing victory over Farleigh 
Dickinson University last Saturday 
marking the Knight booters fourth 
win in their last five games and 
bringing their season record to 
6-4.
Alex Popovich blasted in fourth 
and fifth period goals on assists 
by Jack Gray and Ken Kline, re­
spectively, to take the victory. 
The game marked the second con­
secutive shut-out for goalie Larry 
Leraer and his third of the sea­
son.
Coach Joe Bean, in his first 
year as UB soccer coach, started 
the season with only four return­
ing players from last year’s  10-2-2 
N.C.A.A. quarter-finalist squad, 
started slow, and then got on the 
winning1 trail to overcome inex­
perience and injuries and came 
home on top.
“ Jack Gray, who only played 
a total of four games, was in­
jured previous to the L.I.U. open­
er and could have supplied the 
defensive punch the squad need­
ed in its early season losses,’ ’  
Bean said this week, giving an 
example o f some of the hardships 
the team went through.
"The 6-4 record is not indicta- 
tive of the true ability and ef­
fort put forth by the members of 
the team,”  he said. “ We could 
have done better."
For the returning members of 
last year’s squad it meant start­
ing all over from the beginning 
and becoming acclimated to the 
new players and a new coach, he 
said.
“ As thé season progressed we 
got to know each other and be­
came a more cohesive unit,’* 
Bean added.
Several individuals stood out 
throughout the entire season, the 
coach said.
Alex Popovich supplied the of­
fensive scoring punch for the 
booters, leading the team in scor­
ing for the season with eight 
goals and three assists and Ken 
Kline, who played several posi­
tions, gave 100 per cent effort 
wherever he played and was tied 
with Popovich for total assists. 
Bean said.
Defensively, the Knights allow­
ed 18 goals to be scored against 
them and II o f them came in the 
first two games, Bean said, point­
ing out the gulf between the be­
ginning and end of the season.
“ The bulwark on defense was 
captain Tom Mara, who will be 
sorely missed next year.”  be said.
Another bright spot was Larry 
Leraer, who was converted from 
fullback to goalie for the last 
seven games, Bean said.
Tom Mara, Mike Churilla, Ron 
More, and Amrigo Checchio this 
year.
“ It will be tough to find ade­
quate replacements for these 
men,”  Bean said.
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Montclair Here Saturday
Ameag the UB grid seniors playing their but against Montclair ^ tarday
w fll he, left to right, John Corr, the team’s hard «ring quarterback who has Wt for 
seven aerial TDs so far this season; linebacker John Gonsalves, a three-year »«*“ “  
w  £  £ « d ,  co-captain a rt key . .  I .  com b Nick N icola.’,  defemhre strategies;
and defensive end Frank Procek, co-captain and two-year veterans ef the UB eleven. 
Also winding up their college football careers with this game wffl be W ck Lemberg. 
Jan Llska, Harvey Pelcek, Ron Masiak. Bob Larses, Tim Conroy, Tern Fnjttanl, 
and Ron Brown.
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. the UB 
football team will try to get their 
fourth win o f the season against 
a  highly respected Montclair 
State college team in Kennedy 
Stadiun.
B oast. _ a 3-4 record the New 
Jersey squad has given each of 
Its opponents a tough battle, in­
cluding Southern Connecticut, and 
Ithaca.
On the winning side the eastern 
football league members scored 
Impressive wins over Trenton 
State and Delaware.
On the basis of past perform 
ances against the same teams the 
contest stacks up as sn even 
match.
The Montclair eleven is rated 
as a running team with their chief 
threat being a Jimmy Brown-like 
runner, named Henry Higgins. 
Higgins, a  senior transfer student 
from  North Texas state college, 
has already amassed a total of 
7M yards in 196 tries on the 
ground with 11 touchdowns for 68 
points.
The big halfback is a threat to
burst through anywhere on the 
line but UB frontmen, Dick Lom- 
berg and Wayne Bonfietti will 
have the major task of bottling up 
Higgins’ power.
Higgins isn’t the only problem 
the UB defense w ill face Satur­
day. Halfback Ron Zimmerman 
will do a lot of the leather lugging 
for Montclair, while sophomore 
bullback Alonso Jennings will 
have the fullback chorea.
The Purple Knight offense also 
has its problems. The Mont­
clair defense has kept all its op­
ponents struggling for yardage, 
inelmling undefeated E a s t  
Stroudsburg who edged the Jer­
seyites by ***** point in the first 
game o f the season.
la d in g  the Montclair defensive 
charge is  all NAIA lineback­
er A1 DePalma. This hulking sen­
ior has plagued enemy runners 
an season with never-ndss tackl 
ing and dogged pursuit.
i  .lira aH last-gam es-of-the-season
there will be « 'g rou p  of seniors 
on the field who will be in no 
mood to lose their last college
game. K could proveto he the 
best UB ball game yet to be 
seen in Kennedy stadium.
If they are to make any show­
ing UB wffl have to rely on the 
continued success of Paul Mande- 
vffle who embodies in his 5 foot 
3 inch frame most o f UB’s run­
ning attack.
If Mandeville can keop the 
Montclair line busy it wffl be a 
great help to scrambling quarter 
back John Corr and Ms two fine 
receivers Mike McDonald and 
Steve Vining.
Knights Whip Trenton g r id  t o t a l s  so f a r
The University gridders got 
back on the winning trail last 
Saturday when they crushed Tren­
ton State 30-14 in an away game.
Highlighting the .Purple Knight 
victory was the running of Pwil 
Mandeville. The d i m i n u t i v e  
speedster added 115 yards to his 
total rushing yardage for the 
year as well as to touchdowns.
UB did most of their scoring 
after Trenton fumbles as the rain- 
soaked field made bail handling 
difficult, tallying in all but the 
third stanza.
Quarterback John Corr had 
another fine afternoon. The shifty * 
times for — yards. The shifty 
signal caller also contributed 
some fine backfield faking to the 
UB effort.
Mandeville, meanwhile, w a s  
continuing to surprise onlookers 
by l««in g over linemen rather 
than around them. The 140-pound 
junior is considerably out-weighed 
by the average lineman but seems 
to have no trouble finding holes 
In the forward wall. He boosted 
his season rushing total to 266 
yards with a ' 4.1 yards-per- 
carry average in Saturday’s 
pamet. Running from the deep 
man in the “ I”  formation, and 
wingback positions Mandeville 
w ill probably be the team leading 
ground gainer again tips season.
Tailback Frank Vino is me run­
ner-up in the rushing category 
with 232 yards while J o h n  
Buckman and Fran Hutchins trail
PEP RALLY
A pep rally will be sponsored 
by the Student Spirit Committee 
tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in toe 
Gym to raise spirit for the Uni­
versity’s final football game 
against Montclair.
A parade originating in Marina 
Circle will start at 6:13 p m.
A trophy wffl be awarded to 
the most spirited group at the 
rally. Judging will be done by 
the official U.B. Knight, Wayne 
Osnow.
with 167 apiece.
A typical UB touchdown was 
their first one against Trenton.
A fumbled punt reception by the 
Lion’s Nick Alise gave uc the 
Knights the ball on the Trenton 
34 where UB’s Ed Ackerman had 
fallen on the loose ball. It took 
eight plays for UB to go the rest 
of the way.
Two passes from Corr, who 
raised his career total to 1067 
yards in the game, one to end 
Mike McDonald and another to 
Frank Vino for the score, were 
the big plays in the drive. Con­
roy booted the extra point to put 
Nick Nicolau’s eleven in the lead 
to stay with seven minutes gone 
in the game.
From then on it was really no 
contest with the only Trenton 
scores coming in the third period.
McDonald nailed the Lion’s 
Vera Markowitz in the end zone to 
put a two-point safety in the phis 
column for UB.
In the pass reception depart­
ment, McDonald and Steve Vin­
ing are neck and neck with 21 
receptions apiece but McDonald 
leads in the yards gained column 
with 253 to Vining’s 196. McDon­
ald has five TDs to Vining’s one.
Defensively it was Dick Lem­
berg and Wayne Bonfietti get­
ting the paludits again for their 
fine front line work. Vino did his 
part on the defensive side by 
picking off his fifth pass of the 
season.
RECORD 3-5
Bridgeport 14, Northeastern 6 
Cortland State 10, Bridgeport 0 
Hoistra 50, Bridgeport 28 • 
Bridgeport 27, AIC 0 
Central Conn. 22, Bridgeport 0 
Ithaca 14, Bridgeport 7 
Southern Conn. 15, Bridgeport 8 
Bridgeport 30, Trenton State 1 4
| Team Totals
I First Downs . ..............
¡Rushing Y a rd a g e ..........
- Passes Attempted . . . .  
I Passes Completed . . . .  
| Passes Hod Intercepted
4 Passing Y a rd a g e ..........
Total Plays ...................
1 Offensive Yardage . . .  
Total Points ...................
A friend o f yours has one, 
why don't you pick up 
your own copy o f the Con­
cert Choir's 10th Anni­
versary Record at the 
Bookstore todoy.
$4.50 plus tax
UB OPP.
110 I l l
1136 1104
145 163
77 76
10 14
773 883
556 519
1911 1987
114 131
• Prescriptions • Cosmetics
FREE DELIVERY
MARINA VILLAGE PHARMACY
75 COLUMBIA ST. 3 BLOCKS AWAY
333-0846
HAVE FUN WORKING IN EUROPE.
W O R K I 
E U R O P E
L u x e m b o u rg  -  A ll types e f 
sum m er jo b s , w ith  w ages to  
S400, are available in  E urope. 
E ach  applicant receives a tra­
v e l grant o f $250. F or a 36- 
page illustrated book let eon - 
tam ing all jo b s  and application  
form s send $2  (handling and 
airm ail) to  D ep t. N , A m erican 
Student Inform ation  S erv ice, 
22  A venue d e  la  L iberté, 
Grand D uch y e f  L uxem bourg.
W h c Lt a e i  ^ A n a e l o  W a r i e r  S h o p
Serving The Well Groomed Mon With
•  Six Barbers 
Two Manicurists 
Boot Black 
Free Parking
Razor Hair Cutting & Styling
334-9896
For Your Convenience Appointments Can Be Mnde
1241 MAIN ST. ST1ATFIELD MOTOR INN
Phil's Service
S TA TIO N
Students •  Faculty •  Staff
10% DISCOUNT on all labor repairs
PLUS
10% DISCOUNT on all repair parts
a l l  WORK GUARANTEED IN WRITING
112 it, m s
‘Freedom Sing* Held
m e  two girls pictured above show rapt attention to a “ Freedom 
Sing”  conducted last Friday la the Social Room of the Student Center 
by the campus chapter of the NAACP. Almost 100 persons Qtttm H I 
the event, highlighted by the appearance of folk singers Mike Askenes, 
a freshman, and Elaine Neubauer, a senior at the .University.
Students Can Apply Now 
For 1966 European Study
Students interested in study in 
Europe during the winter, spring 
and summer terms are invited to 
apply now for Michigan State 
.University programs beginning in 
1966.
Offered by the American Lang­
uage and Education Center 
(AMLEC) of MSU’s Continuing 
Education Service, informal and 
econom ical programs are sched­
uled for Paris, France; Lausanne 
and Neuchatel, Switzerland; Flor­
ence, Italy; Cologne, Germany; 
and Barcelona and Madrid, 
Sapin.
Winter programs start Jan. 10, 
and the spring programs, April 
18, with the exception of the Ma­
drid course which begins Aprl 
11. The deadline for winter tern 
applications is Dec. 10, and foi 
spring term, March 18.
To promote the use of the for 
eign language and to providi 
them with opportunities to bettei 
understand their European con­
temporaries, American partici 
pants will attend classes and 
share living accommodation! 
with students from many coun­
tries, including Germany, France, 
Italy, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, 
Switzerland and Great Britain.
A descriptive brochure and ap­
plication forms can be obtained 
by contacting AMLEC, 58-A Kel­
logg Center, Michigan State Uni­
versity, East Lansing, M idi.
COLLEGE WEEK IN
BERMUDA
FOR SPRING V A C A TIO N  1966
8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS
•  ROUND TRIP FLIGHT
•  TWO MEALS EACH DAY WITH HOTEL 
ACCOMMODATIONS
•  FULL COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS OF ACTIVI­
TIES
BEACH PARTY
COLLEGE QUEEN CONTEST
CRUISE
TALENT SHOW 
AND MUCH MORE
Complete
for
*165
Contact
GUEST HOUSE 
COTTAGE and 
APARTMENT 
ACCOMMODATIONS
Daniel Abrams 
Campus Rep 874*3927
B u lle t in  B c ^ u rd
m w m y  Society wffl prt- January gruQ utu  will meet
M et a recording ef Shakespeare's u - j -  -a --------
Julius Caesar la the Cetani *■ "*  at 1M  o.m. in Foaea
Center e f the Carbon Library,
T tm niaj, N or. 18, from » 4  p.m.
AB studenti are welcome to at­
tend...
HHlei will hold a swim party 
and m ixer «a Saturday sight at 
the Jewish Comnumlty Center. 
AB members and those wishing 
to Join are cerdiaUy invited to at­
t e » ! .
108 with the 8eniar Class officers. 
Commencement and senior ban­
quet plans wffl he discussed.
The Student Center Board of Di­
rectors wfli present a Jazz con­
cert featuring Bette McLauria 
and Rose Carnegie and his or­
chestra tomorrow at 8 p.m. in 
the Social Room o f the Student 
Center. There wfli he no charge.
Zandy Opens 
TV Seminar
Dr. Hassan Zandy, associate 
professor o f physics, inaugurated 
the University’s  “ Morning Semi­
nar”  TV series on WNHC-TV on 
Oct. 24. The University will spon­
sor a seminar on WNHC once 
every four months, alternating 
with the University of Connecti­
cut, Quinnipiac College, and the 
Connecticut Education Associa­
tion every Sunday morning at 11 
o ’clock.
“ Bad Day -at Black Rock,"- 
sponsored by the Men’s Senate, 
will be shown Sunday, Nov. 21 
at I  p.m. in Dana IK .
The movie was produced by 
Dote Schary, who yiU be a guest 
•prsker at the Halsey Sympo­
sium on Dec. 1 and 2.
Admission to the picture, which 
stars Spencer Tracy, is free and 
all students are invited to attend,
December 1 is the deadline for 
January graduation applir ,ns. 
Students may apply at the Rec­
ords Office la Howland Hall,
A record year for sponsoring so­
cial events may very possibly be 
In store for the Men’s Senate this 
year, said a Senate spokesman 
last week.
Numerous activities have been 
planned and will be offered in 
the two categories of student 
movies and mixers, he said.
Among the movies selected for 
this semester are “ The Victors,”
■ “ The Unsinkable Molly Brown,”  
“ Bye Bye Birdie," "Captain New­
man, M.D.,”  and “ The Longest 
Day.”
Social events aren’t the only 
things Men’s Senate is concerned 
with, however, the spokesman 
said.
Besides sponsoring movies and 
mixers, the Senate has purchased 
vacuum cleaners for all resi­
dence halls and has established 
a system of visiting hours in
Miss McLauria, a recording star 
for Capitol Records, has appeared 
on several TV shows..
Ross Carnegie’s band won tho 
Associated Night Clubs of New 
York Most Popular Band Award 
in 1964..
The Rev. Robert L. Bettinger, 
a University chaplain, will con­
duct a weekly Protestant worship 
service starting Dec. S at S p-m., 
in room 201 of the Student Cen­
ter. There will be a light supper 
discussion following in the Pri­
vate Dining Hall. All students are 
welcome. < ‘
men’s dormitories. The Senate is 
currently participating in a plan 
to change many of the rules in 
the dining > halls.
The Senate also gave their aid 
in the preparation of homecoming 
displays, the spokesman said.
The University’s programs will 
appear as follows: Nov. 21, Dr. 
Allan Lewis will speak on “ The 
Shakespearian Institute;’* Dec. 19, 
Dr. James Light will speak on 
“ Nathaniel W est;”  Jan. 16, D r. 
Wray G. Brady and Dr. Mar­
tin Lipschutx will speak on 
“ M athematics;”  Feu 13, Dr. Or­
ville Larson and others will speak 
on “ Dram a;”  March 13, The 
Fones School of Dental Hygiene 
will appear and on April 10, May 
8, and June 5, other selected pro­
grams will appear.
E-Z PACKAGE 
STORE
CASE L O T  D IS C O U N T 
•
KEG BEER with 
FREE COOLER 
•
350 MAIN STREET 
334-4309
GUYS & GALS
N avy Pea Coats
O N LY
J IM M Y 'S
ARM Y and N A V Y
990 M A IN  STREET (Near John)
Men’s Senate Active
W H Y PAY MORE and 
SETTLE FORT LESS?
CHARCOAL BROILED TO  ORDER,
T O G O
HAMBURGS. . . . .  jg*
H O T D O G S .............25«
ZOLIES
A  O  a  r t
